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CHAPTER 5 

MINERALIZATION AND PARAGENESIS 

5.  1 Introduction 

In low and intermediate sulfidation epithermal deposits, gangue and ore 

mineralization varies laterally and vertically along the host structure in response to 

variations in pressure, temperature, fluid composition and wallrock interaction (e.g. 

Lindgren, 1 922; Sillitoe, 1 977; Buchanan, 1 981; Berger and Henley, 1 989; Cooke and 

Simmons, 2000; Hedenquist et al., 2000; Sillitoe and Hedenquist, 2003; Einaudi et al., 2003 

and many other workers). Vein and breccia infill mineralogy as well as textural 

characteristics provide information on the physico-chemical environment of mineral 

deposition. At both PBH and K.erikil, the identification of vein and breccia infill 

paragenesis and distribution has provided an insight into the evolving hydrothermal system 

through time and space. 

Prior to this study, documentation of mineralization at Mt Muro was limited to 

sparse internal company memos and consultant reports, based largely on paragenetically 

unconstrained samples collected from mines and drill core. Limited studies of PBH and 

K.erikil mineralization were carried out previously by Simmons and Browne (19 90) using 

only exploration drill core, as mining had not yet begun. Simmons and Browne (1990) 

proposed a four stage paragenetic sequence for breccia and vein formation at K.erikil and 

reported sulfide and gangue mineral assemblages, including electrum fineness, from the 

primary and oxide ore zones. They state that paragenetic relationships were complex and 

hard to discern at K.erikil, due to multiple overprinting infill stages. The current study has 

had the benefit of a structural framework and exposures of vein and breccia relationships 

due to more recent mining in the PBH and K.erikil pits. The new data collected has led to 

the a refinement of breccia and vein infill relationships. 

This chapter documents in detail the vein and breccia infill mineralogy, texmres and 

distribution for the PBH and K.erikil deposits. Infill paragenetic relationships were 

determined through careful observation of cross-cutting relationships, structural 
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CHAPTER 5 f'v11NERAUZATION 

orientation, internal tr:xtures and mineralogy. Representative samples of vein and breccia 

material were selected for characterization by microscopic, geochemical and isotopic 

analysis. The paragenetic and mineralogical data are discussed in the context of the 

structural development and hydrothermal evolution of the two deposits. 

5.2 Permata-Batu Badinding-Hulubai: lnfill stages, description, distribution 

and timing relationships 

The main mineralized structure at PBH is a fault, 2.2 km long and up to 5 m wide, 

that hosts veins and breccias infilled with jasper, microcrystalline quartz, sulfosalts, 

sulfides, crystalline quartz, amethyst, calcite and manganoan carbonates. 

Six vein and breccia infill stages are recognized at PBH (Fig. 5.1). A stage is defined 

by compositiona� textural and mineralogical relationships and is named for the most 

important and dominant gangue and ore minerals present. In fill stages at PBH are 

described (as follows) in chronological order, with stage 1 being the earliest deposited and 

stage 6 being the latest. 

5.2.1 Stage 1 jasper infill 

Description: Stage 1 jasper infill occurs as rare lensoid pods and veins from 1 to 20 

em in thickness and up to 3 m in length (Fig. 5.2 A). At Huluba� stage 1 pods and veins 

are crimson to deep red and commonly have a brecciated contact with wall rocks (Fig. 5.2 

B). 11atrix supported wall rock breccia clasts of illite-altered coherent andesite may exhibit 

jigsaw fit textures with angular, slabby and splintery shapes, which appear to be spalled 

from the vein wall Clasts are normally less than 10 em The matrix between clasts is 

infilled by stage 1 jasper. At Permata, stage 1 veins have sharp wall contacts, are very hard 

and break with a conchoidal fracture (Fig. 5.2 C). These veins are characterized by thin 

bands of microcrystalline quartz and jasper paralleling the vein wall contact with a non

distinct centerline. Late euhedral cubic pyrite oftr:n overprints the bands and very fine 

fractures are coated with stage 6 calcite. Host rocks associated with stage 1 infill are altered 

to an illite + pyrite + adularia assemblage. 

Distribution and timing relationships: Veins and breccias with stage 1 jasper infill occur in 

the footwall of the Hulubai and Permata structures, strike north-northeast and dip steeply 
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Ore zone 

Below ore zone 

D PBH t>ost rocks Coherent andesite basalllc andesite and basalts tuff, vdcanoclast1c sediments and volcamc 
brecaas 

Stage 1 jasper infill Thinly banded vems and breccia ll1fil With colloform crust1form and cockade te�ture 
Enclosing breccia clasts of host rock Brecaa clasts are slabby and e�h1b1t Jigsaw nt te!ctufe F1ne-gra1ned Jasper 
and microcrystalline Quartz 

Stage 2 mi crocrystalline Quartz infill Thmly bandedvemsandbreccla mfll With collobrm, crusllform and 
cockade te�tlSe Endos1ng breccia clasts of host rock and stage 1 and 2 Thinly banded vems of m1crocrystall1ne 
q uart.z with d1serr�nated fi ne-gr a1ned pyn!e crystals 

Stage 3 microcrystalline quartz + sulfide • sulfosall infill Tllnly banded ve1nsand breccia Jnfll With colloform, 
crust1form and cockade te�ture Enclosing breccia clasts of host rock and stage 1 and 2 F1ne-graned pynte 
sphaler�e chalcopyrite, galena, Ag-Sb su•fosalts, Ag teULr!des aca;thi!e, Sliver and electrum m Stage 4 crystalline quartz + base metal sulfide in fill Thickly banded ve1n 111111 With colloform, crustform teKtures 
Coarse-gamed arystaH1ne clots of chalcopynte sphalerite. galena and covel�e Late stage mfill m ve1r1 
stratigraphy alter ve1n stages 1 2 3 and 4 Vug fll1ng 

��-!II� Stage s amethyst infill ThiCkly banded ve1ns and breccia 1nf�l With colloform crust1f0f!Tl and coCkade te�ure 
Late stage In fill 1n vein stratigraphy and crosscutting vem stages 1 2, 3 and 4 and encloSing brecci3s of host rock 
and eartJer ve1n stages. Coarse-gramed crystalline comb amettyst crystals Vug filling 

D Stage 6 carbonate in fill T h!cl<.ly banded vems and breccia In fill With colloform crust1form, te�U'e 
Late stage 1nfill 1n vem strat1grapty and crosscut11ng van stages 1 2 3 4 and 5 Coarse-grarned cl)lstallme 
calcite crystals Vug filing. 

D 0 pen space Vugsotten 11ned with coarse euhedral quartz ametllyst or calcRe crystals 

Figure 5.1 PBH infill stage relationships 

A Schemaoc d1 agram shm\lng PBf I \ein patag�n�m In the 01� 7.one •ntl the ltlauonslup of\ anom ve1n and breccia "tage 

1nlill charactenwcs In the ore «one, uin stages l to 6 ne ptcsem .\keuoon assouatcd "Hh tht HUl ;tages " de;cnbcd m 

chaptet -

B Schemaoc chagram sho" tng PBH 'ein po.ngenesis bela" the me wno .mt.l the rel�oonslup of �nou> ,. em and brecCia 

stage mftll charanenstKs. Belo" the ote «one, Hln stag<'s I, 2, +, 5 and (J •r• pres�nt bur the m. tln proclOm metal beanng 

mfill (stage 3) ts absent ,\Iteration as.ouated "lth the Hm st,\gb ts destubed tn lh�ptu � 

Inset RelatlH locatlon of \eln stages on 12 -lOON ctoss-sectton, Hulu\>Jl !rom Ftg 3 l ') 
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Figure 5.2 PBH: Stage 1 jasper infill 

A Pre-nuneraltzauon stage l lensotd shaped 1aspervein In 

the footwall to the Ht�lubat \'etn structure. 145 Rl., Hulubat 

(A 'X-11 0002; 30 em geo-ptck for scale). 

B Pre-nunerah.�:auon stage 1 1asper vetn and breccta Ullill 

\\ 1th ;,!abby and )tgsa w fit cia st s of bre cc1ated 1ll1te + prnce 

+ adulana altered \\·allrock . .  \lso shown are late cross

cucnng Stage 6 carbonate ftlled vetns and fractures. 12 

�OON, I �5 Rl., Hulubat (. \ WH 0002). 

C Pre-1luneralnauon stage l tasper vem wHh sharp vetn 

wall contact and 1lhte + adulana + pynte altered wallrock, 

150 RL, Permata (A \'CP 0070). 

CHAPTER 5 MINERALIZATION 

to the west. Stage 1 in fill is observed at 145 RL at Hulubai and at 165 RL at Permata, and 

is absent below 145 RL at both deposits. Stage 1 infill is cross-cut by north-northwest 

striking, stage 2 microcrystalline quartz, stage 3 microcrystalline quartz + sulfide + 

sulfosalt veins and late northeast striking stage 6 carbonate veins. Stage 1 clasts are locally 

enclosed by stage 3 vein infill. 

5.2.2 Stage 2 microcrystalline quartz infill 

Descnption: Stage 2 microcrystalline quartz infill occurs as lensoid pods and narrow 

Yeins up to 10 m long and ranging from 0.5 to 30 em in thickness. It is also recognized as 

initial vein infill of the main PBH structure (Fig. 5.3 i\). The color of stage 2 infill varies 

from grey to black (in the earlier deposited microcrystalline quartz) to pale or white (in the 

later varieties: Fig. 5.3 B, C and D). Stage 2 is very hard and breaks with a conchoidal 

fracture (Fig. 5.3 F). Pods and veins of stage 2 may have sharp or brecciated wallrock 

contacts (Fig. 5.3 B and C). The vein textures can be massive or banded with dark and 

light colored bands alternating on a millimeter to centimeter scale, paralleling the \·ein '\vall 

contact (Fig. 5.3 B, C and F). Matrix supported breccia clasts composed of earlier, dark 
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CHAPTER 5 MINERAUZA TION 

Figure 5.3 PBH: Stage 2 microcrystalline quartz infill - ore zone 

A Stage 2 mJcrocrystaU.tne Yelll w1th sharp wallrock contact, Hulubl!1 hanging-wall 

6 Srccctatcd and banded stage 2 nucrocrptallme vem .,.,th fragments of car!Jcr stage 2 fmc collofonn banded mfiU and later 

quartz+ sulphosalts + sulph.!des vem. 145RL, Hulubat ( ... \'(' H <XX») 

C Banded stage 2 n11Crocrystallme vem mth adulana+ tllite + pyme altered wallrock 145RJ,, Hulubai ( ... WH 0041B) 

0 Srccctated stage 2 nucrocrystal!me '"Ul "nth fragments of earlier ftne colloform banded stage 2 and later quartz

sulphosalts-sulptudes vetn. 145RJ •• Hu\uba1 (.\WH 0032) . 

E �rage 2 whttc nucrocrptallme vetn Wlth sharp vetn wall and adulana + tllttc + pyrite altered wallrock {stamed w1th co

balto-nltratc 10 show presence ofK-feldspar/adulana) 150 RL, Pennata {.\\X.P0083). 

F Crusufonn layers 1n banded Stage 2 nucrOCI)Stallone quartz \Vlth Ia tcr Stage 2 nucrocrysralune quartz cross-curung layer

tng 14SRJ,, Huluba1 (.\ \\7H 0010). 
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colored banded stage 2 can be entrapped in a matrix of late, white, massive stage 2 in fill 

(Fig. 5.3 C). Breccias may be jigsaw fit or matrix supported (by stage 2 infill) with angular 

and rotated clasts. Clasts are normally less than 5 em in diameter. Coherent andesite lavas 

and tuff wall rocks ate altered to an quartz + illite + pyrite assemblage (Fig. 5.3 E). Fine-

grained euhedral cubic pyrite crystals are observed throughout stage 2 infill. Staining 

suggests fine-grained K-feldspar (inferred to be adularia) is present throughout stage 2 

(Fig. 5.3 F). 

Distribution and timing relationships: Veins and breccias with stage 2 microcrystalline 

quartz infill strike from north-northwest to north-northeast and dip steeply to moderately 

to the west. They occur laterally along the entire PBH vein, but are most prevalent at the 

junction of vein splits and bifurcations. Stage 2 is recognized over the full vertical interval 

of the PBH deposit, from 225 RL down to 25 RL, a vertical distance of 200 m. Local 

exposures of stage 2 are also recognized in the deepest explored parts of the deposit (0 

RL) , in association with stages 5 and 6. At these deep levels, stage 2 is represented by 

,·eins and brecciated clasts which are infilled or enclosed by later infill stages 5 and 6 (Fig. 

5.4 A and B). At shallower levels, Stage 2 infill is typically deposited at vein wall contacts 

with later infilling by stages 3, 4, 5 and 6 (Fig. 5.3 F and G). Stage 2 is also cut by late 

northeast striking stage 6 veins and fractures. Stage 2 often occurs as clasts enclosed by 

stage 3 and stage 4 infill. 

Figure 5.4 PBH: Stage 2 microcrystalline quartz infill · deep zone 
A Brecctaced scage 2 nucrocryscalhne quartz clascs enclosed by Iacer scage 2 nucrocrrscallme mfill. Sample ts cross•cuc bY 

Iacer cryscalhne quartz and amechyscvems from che deep un-mmeral.tzed pornons of che Permata Vem. DOH 739, 133m, 60 

Rl.., Hulubat (A \'VH 0129), 

B Brecctaced scage 2 nucrocryscalhne quartz clasts enclosed br Iacer scage S amechrsc mftll and Iacer bladed scage (> calctce 

mfill from che deep un-mmeralued poruons of che Permaca \'em Bladed carbonate 1s a good mdtcacor of boiling cundttton:. 

DOH 794, 154m, 30 Rl, Hulubat (:\\VH Olf\0). 
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5.2.3 Stage 3 microcrystalline quartz + sulfide + sulfosalt infill (ore) 

Description: Stage 3 microcrystalline quartz + sulfide + sulf osalt infill is the main ore 

hosting stage at PBH. Stage 3 occurs as infill to faults and veins that range in width from 

0.5 em to 3 m, with continuous segments up to 200 m long (Fig. 5.5 A). The veins may 

have brecciated or sharp wallrock contacts (Fig. 5.5 B and C). Stage 3 is hard, has a brittle 

fracture, and consists of alternating black to steel grey and white (to buff or cream) 

colloform bands. The dark bands are composed of pyrite, sphalerite (colorless to honey

colored), galena, chalcopyrite, jalpaite, silver sulfosalts, acanthite and low fmeness 

electrum. The pale-colored bands are composed of microcrystalline quartz and lesser 

amounts of adularia and clay. Alternating quartz and sulfide + sulfosalt bands, from sub

millimeter to centimeter in thickness, occur paralleling the vein wall contact or encircling 

breccia clasts of wall rock and earlier brecciated clasts of stage 2 or 3 (Fig. 5.5 C). Up to 

eight alternate bands of microcrystalline quartz and black sulfide + sulfosalt and have been 

noted in stage 3 infill. Wall rock adjacent to stage 3 in fill exhibits illite + pyrite + adularia 

alteration (Fig. 5.5 D). Staining of stage 3 slabs shows that potassium feldspar (inferred to 

be adularia) is present as bands within the veins and has altered primary plagioclase 

feldspar crystals in the host coherent andesite. 

Distribution and timing relationships: Veins and breccias with stage 3 microcrystalline 

quartz + sulfide + sulfusalt infill occur sporadically throughout the Hulubai and Permata 

deposits. Above 75 RL, Stage 3 is recognized throughout the PBH vein but is most 

prevalent at the junction of vein splits and at bifurcations. Vertically, stage 3 is common 

from 225 RL down to 75 RL but is not observed in the deepest explored sections (0 RL) 

of the PBH vein. Stage 3 was deposited after stage 2 but before stages 4, 5 and 6.  Stage 3 is 

also cut by late, northeast striking, stage 6 calcite infill. 

5.2.4 Stage 4 crystalline quartz + bose metal sulfide infill (ore) 

Desc1iption: Stage 4 crystalline quartz + base metal sulfide infill consists of coarse

grained, white to clear, crystalJjne, massive and comb quartz and massive to crystalline 

sulfide (Fig. 5.6 A and B). Stage 4 quartz crystals and massive clots of chalcopyrite, pyrite, 

sphalerite and galena (with lesser amounts of fine-grained sulfosalts, acanthite and low 

fmeness electrum) can be up to several centimeters in diameter. In some samples, co\-ell.ite 

(after chalcopyrite) was observed. Early pyrite contains small inclusions of cerveill.ite 
1 25 
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Figure 5.5 PBH: Stage 3 microcrystalline quartz + sulfide + sulfosalt infill 

A Pennata N01th '"em "'-uh sharp Yem wali contact curung anoss thm {3cm 'Vldc) nucrocn-sulhne quartz Yetns. Host rocks 
ate altered to an Illite + pyote+ adulana assemblage Pennata 

B \;.gc 3 nucrountallone quartz -+ su.f!de • s.:aosalt \'e!l'swuh fmc crusufron and col!ofoxrn bandmg. Pennata. 

C �age 2 m  fill. '"-nh fine crusofonn and collofonn bandmg and later $rage 3 nucroaptallrnc -+ sulf!de � sulfosalt Yem wuh 

fmc crusoform collofonn bandmg. Htgh grade ore, 150 RL, Pennata (.-\\1.-"P 0033.-\). 

0 Sta!!;e 3 nucroccystalhne quartz -+ sulfide -+ suJosalt wllh fme collofonn and cockade bandmgenclosmg stage 2 pre
mmcral!tauon clast Sample also contams later stage 4 crysral!tne quanz -+ sulftdc or. fill. Htgh gtade ote, I SO RL, Permata 

(.-\ \\"P 0080) 
E �tage 2 mfttl wnh fme crusufonn and collofonn bandmg and later Stage 3 mmera\.Jzcd microcrptallme quartz -+ sulfide -+ 

sulfosalt \'Ctn '"'th ftne crust£ ocm collofom1 banding. Hogh grade ore, 150 RL, Permata (.". \X'P 0042). 

F �tage 3 1TUcroCt)�tallonc quartz + sulfide -+ sulfosalt \V\Ih fme coUoform and cockade bdnd!ng endOSUig coherent andesne 

clasts that comam stage 2 nuctocrptalhne quartz Yems . . \\so shown ttl a late stage t cross-cuiOngYem. \\'allrock clasts exlubtt 

tlhte -+ adulana -+ pYnte alteration. Htgh grade ore, 165 RL. Pennata (J\.1M 4). 
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Figure 5.6 PBH: Stage 4 coarsely crystalline quartz + base metal sulfide infill 

A F1ne gramed crustlform andcolloform stage 3 sulfide + sulfosalt + rmcrocrystalhne quartz and later coarse stage -+ sulfide 

+ crystal !me quartz tnfill. 165 RL, Fermata (A \X:P 0040). 
B Coarse-graJnedcrystallme stage 4 sulfide + quartz mfill w1th cha\copynte and nunor sphalente and galena. '165 RL, Fer

mata (AW'F0040). 

(Ag4TeS). Stage 4 is always enclosed by stage 3 (Fig. 5.6 A) and rardy occurs in contact 

with wallrock, so host rock alteration associated with this stage cannot be determined (Fig. 

5.3 D). 

Distn.bution and timing relationships: Stage 4 crystalline quartz + base metal sulfide infill 

occurs as a late stage vein 1nfill at bifurcations and splits in the main Permata vein at 30 

300N. Stage 4 is recognized in the ore zone between 225 to 75 RL and locally below the 

bonanza zone in the deepest explored parts of the PBH vein (0 RL), where it can be 

associated with stage 6 calcite. Stage 4 was deposited after stages 2 and 3 but before stages 

5 and 6 inflll. 

5.2.5 Stage 5 amethyst lnfill 

Descnption: Stage 5 amethyst occurs as fault and vein infill throughout the Hulubai 

and Permata deposits. Veins containing stage 5 range in width from 0.5 em to 3 m, with 

continuous segments up to 200 m long. Stage 5 is characterized by coarse-grained, clear 

and pale lilac to deep purple, euhedral amethyst crystals up to several centimeters in length. 

The amethyst forms colloform and cockscomb bands and inf11ls vuggy vein cavities (Fig. 

5.7). Deep purple varieties occur at shallower levds in the PBH system and are associated 

with, and deposited after, high grade stage 3 vein infill (Figs. 5.5 F, 5.7 D and E). At 

deeper levels in the PBH deposit, stage 5 infill is lighter in color (clear to pale lilac) and 

exhibits colloform, cockade and cockscomb textures which enclose clasts of earlier stage 2 

or stage 3 matrix-supported brecciated host rock (Fig. 5.7 F). Amethyst crystals from the 
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Figure 5.7 PBH: Stage 5 amethyst infill 

A P�-truneral!nuoo :.tage S crusuforrn comb amethyst Yem located ber.•een the branches of the cymo!d \"eltl 165 RL, 

( entral P�rmdta 

B Po�t-mmet'ahtanon stage 5 crusuform comb amethyst nm 'W1th several crcles of whJte to purple amethystme quar12 

depO>mon \'uw. space at \'etn cenrerlmes whKh are locally filled by late stage 6 carbonates. 145 RL, Hu luba1 (-\ \'i"P 0041 ). 

C Po<.t-mmera!uaoon stage 5 crusuform comb amethyst ,·em wrrh whlfe to purple amethysllne quartz and late stage 6 

carb<>nate mf1ll 145 RL, Hu\uba1 (\ \\1-! 0049). 

0 BrecCiated stage 2 nucrocr)stallme quartz clasts With late stage 5 post mineralization amethpt mfin d1splapng cockade 

and cru�t>form te'\ture� 150 Rl., Permata (.\\'\'1' 0078) 

E Permata h1gh grade ore block \\�th colloform crusoform stage 3 sulfide + sulfosalt + nucrocrp;talhne quam ,·em and 

�age 4 mlfidc + cn-.rallme quartz mfill Also shown are late stage 5 amethystme quartz \"elllS. Permata. 

F Brecc1ated stage 2 nucrocrrsrallme quaru clasts wnh late stage 5 amethYsnne quartz mfill d1splapng cockade and crusn-

fonn tnrurcs Sampled from deep zone at Hulubat 'DOH 794, 1 53.4 m, 30 Rl., Huluba1 (.\WH 0091). 
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deeper parts of the PBH system are locally zoned with clear bases and termination points 

of pale lilac. Repeated sealing and re-brecciation events are not recognized in stage 5. 

Chlorite + epidote + carbonate + pyrite alteration occurs at  vein margins where stage 5 is 

in contact with wall rocks. Significant amounts of stage 5 can dilute the overall precious 

metal grade of ore blocks in the mine. 

Disttibution and timing relationships: Stage 5 amethyst infill occurs throughout the 

Hulubai and Permata deposits, in north-northwest to north-northeast striking and steeply 

to moderately west dipping veins. Stage 5 infill was observed laterally and vertically 

through the entire PBH vein (from 225 RL down to 0 RL), but is most prevalent at the 

junction of vein splits, bifurcations and at depth. Stage 5 is also common along the 

northern Permata vein segment and is frequently observed below the bonanza zone in the 

deepest explored parts of the PBH vein (0 RL). Stage 5 is deposited after stages 2, 3 and 4 

and before stage 6. 

5.2.6 Stage 6 carbonate infill 

Descnption: Stage 6 carbonate occurs as fault and vein inful throughout the Hulubai 

and Permata deposits (Fig. 5.8). Individual veins of stage 6 can be up to 30 em in width, 

but generally occur as small fractures and veins up to tens of centimeters wide (Fig. 5.8 A). 

Stage 6 also occurs infilljng voids within the host rock and as late stage vug infill. Stage 6 is 

characterized by coarse-grained, white to pink, euhedral crystals of carbonate and clear 

quartz crystals. These crystals can be up to several centimeters long with well formed 

termination points. The pink carbonate fizzes under dilute warm hydrochloric acid and is 

implied to be a manganoan calcite species. Manganoan calcite occurs at shallow levels in 

the PBH deposit infilling faults which cross-cut the main vein White calcite is more 

common in the deep sections of the PBH deposit where it is observed infilling after stages 

2, 4 and 5 (Figs. 5.4 B, 5.8 A, B and C). Chlorite + epidote + carbonate + pyrite alteration 

occurs where stage 6 is seen in contact with wall rocks. Significant amounts of stage 6 can 

dilute the precious metal grade of ore shoots. 

Distribution and timing relationships: Stage 6 carbonate infill occurs throughout the 

Hulubai and Permata deposits. It forms in north-northwest to north-northeast striking and 

steeply to moderately west dipping veins, as well as infill in late northeasterly faults which 
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.. . -..-. .  

Figure 5.8 PBH: Stage 6 carbonate vein infill 

A Pmk, coarsely crystalline stage 6 manganoan calc1te wnh chlome + carbonate + prnte altered wallrock. 145 RL, Hulubat 

(:\ \\'H 0063) 

B 'X1ute stage 6 crrsralhne caklte mftlhng between stage 2 m�crocrystalhne quartz. and stage 5 crrstalhne quartz from deep 

/one. DOH 79-1. 153.5 m, 30 RL, Hulubat (.\ \X'H 0093). 

C \ \"'lute srage 6 crusuform and cockscomb calclte YeUl Permata (:\\\"'P 0070B). 
0 Stage 6 calcste ''US mfill '�<1th chlonte + carbonate + pynte altered wall rock. Secuon 1 2400N, Hulubat. 

offset the north-northwest to north-northeast striking PBH veins. Stage 6 infi.ll is observed 

laterally and vertically throughout the entire PBH vein (from 225 RL down to 0 RL) but is 

most prevalent at the junction of vein splits, at bifurcations, at depth and as in fill of late 

northeast trending faults . .At Hulubia, stage 6 is represented by pink manganoan calcite at 

shallow le1::els. Stage 6 at Permata is largely represented by white calcite; no manganoan 

carbonate was observed in the deeper parts of the vein. White, fine grained, bladed quartz 

crystals are assumed to have replaced carbonate below the bonanza zone in the deepest 

explored parts (0 RL) of  the PBH vein. Stage 6 was deposited after stages 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. 

5.3 Interpretation of PBH vein stages 

Stage 1 is characterized by narrow dilation structures and hydrothermal brecciation 

of wallrocks. This stage represents the initiation of the hydrothermal system and is always 

crosscut by infill stages 2, 3 and 6 or it occurs as clasts enclosed by infill stage 2. Slab by 

and �gsaw fit brecciation recognized in this stage is caused by rapid de-pressurization and 
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hydrothermal brecciation at the initiation of fissure formation, when 1ithostatic pressure 

exceeds hydrostatic pressure. The fine-grained crystal size indicates a rapid rate of 

nucleation in response to either cooling or the effects of boiling (Browne and Ellis, 1 970). 

Stage 2 infill is always observed as the second stage deposited within the main PBH 

vein and is crosscut by later in fill stages or occurs as clasts enclosed by later infiJl stages. As 

in Stage 1 ,  narrow dilated structures and hydrothermal brecciation of wallrocks 

characterize the early stages of the hydrothermal system. The fme-grained crystals and 

adularia represent rapid rates of deposition in response to either cooling or the physico

chemical effects associated with boiling (Browne and Ellis, 1 970; Browne, 1 978; Henley, 

1985; Hedenquist, 1 990a). 

Stage 3 inflll occurs as the third stage deposited within the main vein stratigraphy 

and is crosscut or infilled by later stages 4, 5 and 6. Stage 3 marks the start of metal 

deposition and is the main ore infill stage. Narrow dilated structures with limited 

hydrothermal brecciation of wallrocks and thin banding suggests incremental opening and 

pulsing of hydrothermal fluids into the fissure. The fine-grained nature of the crystals and 

adularia suggest rapid cooling and the physico-chemical effects associated with boiling 

(Browne and Ellis, 1 970; Browne, 1 978; Henley, 1 985; Hedenquist, 1 990a) .  

Stage 4 infill is observed post stage 3 within the main vein stratigraphy and is 

crosscut by later infill stages or occurs as  clasts enclosed by later infill stages. Thick 

banding and vuggy cavities suggest open space filling and la.rge dilation of structures. The 

coarse, well-formed euhedral crystals in this stage indicate slow rates of crystallization in 

response to cooling of a silica under-saturated fluid and slowly changing conditions 

(Fournier, 1985a; Saunders, 1994). Stage 4 marks the waning stage of metal deposition and 

is a minor ore stage. Base metal sulfides of this stage are only observed below the 75 RL 

and are not associated with precious metals, suggesting a different physico-chemical 

environment of deposition than stage 3 and conditions not conducive to gold deposition. 

Stage 5 infill is deposited after stages 3 and 4 within the main vein stratigraphy and 

crosscut by later infill stage 6. Stage 5 marks the waning stages of silica deposition. Thick 

banding and vuggy cavities suggest open space filling and large dilation of structures. 

Coarse, well-formed euhedral crystals within this stage indicate slow rates of crystallization 

in response to cooling of a silica under-saturated fluid (Fournier, 1985a; Saunders, 1994). 

No mineralogical evidence of boiling was observed in tlus stage. This stage may either 
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indicate regions low temperature fluids which have previously boiled or the possible 

telescoping of the barren roots of the epithermal system onto the main zone of ore 

deposition. 

Stage 6 infill is observed post stages 1 ,  2, 3, 4 and 5 within the main vein stratigraphy 

or in late faults offsetting the main PBH structure. Thick banding and vuggy cavities 

suggest open space filling and a large amount of dilation. The coarse, well-formed euhedral 

crystals indicate slow rates of crystallization in response to heating or carbon dioxide 

exsolution. Bladed carbonate recognized in the deep parts of the deposit provide evidence 

for boiling (Simmons and Christenson, 1 994). Stage 6 marks the waning stages of the 

hydrothermal system. 

5.4 Kerikil vein and breccia stage infill, description, and distribution 

Veins and breccia-filled faults are the main mineralized structures at Kerikil 1 ,  2 

and 3. These structures are typically infilled with microcrystalline quartz, crystalline quartz, 

amethyst, calcite, rhodochrosite, ankerite, sulfides, sulfosalts, and/or electrum 

The paragenesis of the Kerikil deposit was largely unknown at the start of this study. 

Simmons and Browne (1990) recognized four infill stages at Kerikil based on observations 

of drill core in the early stages of exploration. They stated, however, that individual breccia 

stages were hard to determine due to the high degree of brecciation and overprinting 

relationships. Although determining the nature and timing of different infiJJ stages at 

Kerikil is challenging, this study has had the benefit of pit exposures which have helped to 

refine observations of Simmons and Browne (1990) and develop a new paragenetic 

sequence. 

To further separate overprinting relationships,petiods as well as stages have been 

defined for the Kerikil deposit. A stage is defined by composition, textural and 

mineralogical characteristics, juxtaposition and relationship to other stages, with stage 1 

being the earliest and stage 9 being the latest. A period is defined by the dominant gangue 

composition (e.g. quartz, carbonate or sulfide) and deposition style, and can be related to 

other periods. 

Nine vein and breccia infill stages where documented at Kerikil in three distinct 

periods of mineral deposition (period 1 being the earliest and period 3 the latest; Fig. 5.9). 
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Key 

D 

I 
Kerikil ? 

I 

Period 2 veins and breccias 
Period 3 veins 

Kerikil host rocks Coherent andeSite, basaltic .andesite and volcaniC breCCias. 

Period 1 (s ilica polymorph dominated 11eins and breccias) 
Stage I microcrystalline C1Uartz infill Thin ty banded veins and breccia i nfill With colloform, crustiform and 
roc !<a de texture EncloSing breccia eta sts of host fOck Thinly banded veins of micro CI)IStal linequart<: w�h 
dtseminated fine grained pyrite crystals lliillJ Stage 2 microcrystalline C1Uartz + sulfide + sulfosalt infill Thnly b-anded veins and breccia in fill With colloform, 
crustiform and cocl<a de texture E net osn g breCCI-a clasts of host rock .and sta ge . Thin bands of pyrite 
chalcopyr�e. sphalerite, gal ena , Ag-Sb and Sb sulfosalts, acanthte, s1tver and electrum. 

D Stage 3 amethyst infill Coarsely banded veins and breccia of amethyst infil lwith collolbrm, crustiform and 
roc !<a de texture. Enclosing breccia clasts of host rock and stage 1 ,  2, .and 3. Coarse bands of crystalline comb 
amet�st crystals \1\Jg fit ing 

D Stage 4 carbonate in fill T hinly banded veins of carbonate and quarlz infll With colloform and crustiform texture 
\1\Jg filing 

Period 2 (rhodochrosite bearing veins and breccias) 
Stage 5 rhodochrosite + s ulfide + sullosalt inf ill Coarsely banded breccia in fill With colloform and roc !<a de texture 
Enclosing tree cia clasts of rost rock and stage 1 ,  2. 3 and 4. Dffuse band margins. Thin b.ands of pyrite, sphalerite, 
chalcopyr�e. galena. Ag-Sb and As sulfosalts, Jalpa•te,acanthite. Sliver and electrum Native Silver mfilling vugs. 

..... 
Stage 6 microcrystalline C1Uartz + rhodo.chrosite in fill Thnly banded vem and breccia nfill With colla form and 
cockade texture Enclosing treccB clasts of rost rock and stage 1.  2, 3, 4, and 5 . 

Stage 7 amethyst + rhodochrosite infill Coarsely banded veins and rnatnxto Jigsaw f�brecciawith colloform, 
crustiformand cockade texture Enclosmg breCCI-a clasts of host rock and crosscutting stage 1 ,  2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 
Coarse ban ds of crystalline romb amethyst cryst-als sperated by th1n bands of rrodochrosite Vug filling 

Period 3 (s ulfide veins) 

D Stage B base metal sulfide + quartz infill 
roveltite, ruby Silvers and el ectrum 

Coarse ve1ns of pynte. sp mterite. golena, chalcopynte. 

D Stage 9 pyrite in fill Coarse veins ofpyriteand marca511e 

D Open space \1\.1 gs often lined with coarse euhedral quart<:, amethyst or calcte crystas or rarely electrum and 
native Silver Wires 

Figure 5.9 Kerikil infill stage relationships 

Schemattc dtagram showmg Kenktl \'em and brecoa mfill penods and stage. 

A Vetn tnfill relauonsh1ps tn penod 1 BrecCla clasts of penod I are enclosed by penod 2 brecc1as 

B \'ems and brecc1a mfill relattonslups m penods 2 and 3. Brecc1a clasts of penod I are enclosed by penod 2 brecoa�. \\- luch 

are m tum cross-cut by vetns of pen od 3 

INSET Relattve locauon of penods and nm stages on Kenktl secuon 6 7SON from F1g 3. 17. 
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Period 1 is dominated by silica polymorphs deposited in colloform, crustiform bands in 

veins, or as infiJl to breccias. lnfill stages within period 1 are deposited sequentially within a 

single structure (in the order listed in Fig. 5.9) with no repetition of individual stages. 

Period 2 is dominated by breccias with rhodochrosite as a primary gangue mineral. In this 

period, multiple repetition of infill stages (Stages 5, 6 and 7) are recognized within the 

same structure. Period 3 is represented by two phases of late era ss-cutting veins containing 

coarse-grained base metal sulfides and pyrite, respectively. No repetition of individual 

stages in period 3 is recognized. 

The majority of work in this study has concentrated on the K.erikil 2 veins and 

breccias, and to a lesser extent on K.erikil 1 .  Mining was active through the main ore zone 

at K.erikil 2 during this study but was close to completion at K.erikil 1 .  K.erikil 3 was only in 

the early phase of strip-back prior to pit excavation and therefore inaccessible. Due to 

these constraints, the infill stage paragenesis determined here for the K.erikil deposits is 

largely based on work at K.erikil 2, but has been tested on archival and drill core samples at 

K.erikil 1 and is also considered to be valid for that deposit. 

5.4 . 1  Stage l microcrystal l ine quartz infil l 

Description: Period 1 is characterized by microcrystalline and crystalline quartz infiJl of 

veins and breccias with crustiform, colloform and cockade bands. Fragments of period 1 

frequently occur as rounded to angular and rotated breccia clasts in period 2 and are 

crosscut by veins of period 3. 

Stage 1 is the first stage of period 1 and is characterized by microcrystalline quartz. 

This quartz is white, buff to dark grey, hard, and breaks with a conchoidal fracture. Stage 1 

occurs as thin veins from 2 to 5 em in width and as the matrix to matrix- and clast

supported jigsaw fit and monomictic breccias. These breccias contain angular to sub

rounded, rotated and unrotated clasts of coherent basaltic andesite and coherent andesite. 

Clasts and host rocks can be silicified or altered to an illite + pyrite + adularia or chlorite + 

epidote + albite + pyrite assemblage. (Fig. 5 . 10). Jigsaw fit brecciation has curvi-planar 

fracture surfaces (Fig. 5 .10 E) . Stage 1 locally exhibits a thinly banded texture but is more 

frequently massive. Staining of stage 1 (using cobalto-nitrate) indicates that disseminations 

of K.-feldspar (inferred to be adularia) are present. Stage 1 microcrystalline quartz is 
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Figure 5.10 Kerikit Stage 1 microcrystalline 

quartz infill 

A Srage 1 microcrystallme quarrz inftll of jigsaw fit 

breccia at margm to Kenkll 2  breccta body Coherent 

basaltic andesites host rock and clasts are ilhte + pyrite + 

adulana altered. 

B Stage 1 nucrocrystalline quartz matrix supported 

breccta. Rotated angular to sub rounded breccia clasts lind 

host rocks are illite + pyme + adularia altered. Kerikil 2. 

C \'ems ,�,th stlige 1 inftll cross-cut by later stage 3 veins 

of coarse-gratned crysrallme amethyst. Hostrock is an altered silicilied coherent basaltic andesite. Kenl<il 2. 

0 Stage 1 mJCrocrystlilhne quartz mf1ll of 1igsaw fit brecaa at margin to Kerikil2 breccia bod)• Coherent andesite host 

rocks and clasts He 1llite + pyrite + adularia altered. 

E Breccia nin withwhlte stage 1 infill and cum-planar fmcrures around breccia \'ein. Breccia clasrs lire roated, angularto 

sub rounded, slabby and curved and host rocks are coherent andesue wl\Jch are ilhte + pyrite + adulana altered. Kenki1 2 

footwall 
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equivalent to the stage 1 of Simmons and Browne (1990). 

Distribution and timing relationships: Stage 1 is cross-cut by all later infill stages. The 

microcrystalline quartz inftll occurs throughout the Kerikil deposit but is more 

predominant at the margins of vein and breccia bodies and at the widest sections of 

breccia bodies. Stage 1 occurs along the entire length of the deposit at Kerikil 1 and 2 and 

over the full vertical extent of the ore body (from 300 to 0 RL). 

5.4.2 Stage 2 microcrystalline quartz + sulfide + sulfosalt infill 

Demiption: Stage 2 is the second stage of period 1 and consists of massive white 

microcrystalline quartz and dark sulfide + sulfosalt banded veins with crustiform, and 

colloform textures (Fig. 5.11). Breccia clasts of both stage 1 and stage 2 are locally 

enclosed by later stage 2 infill with cockade banded textures. Wallrock margins to stage 2 

veins are either sharp and straight or brecciated (5.11 F). Breccia clasts and wall rocks 

associated with stage 2 are coherent basaltic andesite or andesite lavas, which can be 

altered to illite + pyrite + adularia or chlorite + epidote + albite + pyrite assemblages. 

Jigsaw fit brecciation is common with angular or slabby clasts (5.11 E). Staining of stage 2 

shows that fine-grained disseminations of K-feldspar (inferred to be adularia) are present. 

The thin dark sulfide and sulfosalt bands consist of fine-grained pyrite, chalcopyrite, 

galena, sphalerite, silver sulfosalts and electrum. Stage 2 was not distinguished in the 

paragenetic sequence of Simmons and Browne (1990). 

Distribution and timing relationships: Complete veins with stage 2 infi11 are rare in the 

Kerikil deposit. This stage most commonly occurs as breccia clasts of banded veins within 

the main breccia body at Kerikil 2. A single, high grade stage 2 vein (1 00 m long and up to 

4 m wide, but averaging only 2 m  wide) is observed in the southwest corner of the Kerikil 

2 pit (see Fig. 4.19 C). This vein shows jigsaw fit brecciation at the contact with wall rocks 

and banded stage 1 infi11 at the margins of the main vein structure. Stage 2 microcrystalline 

quartz + sulfosalt + sulfide infill is precipitated after stage 1,  while stages 3 to 9 cross-cut 

stage 1 .  Stage 2 clasts are recognized over a vertical distance of 1 50 m, from 150 to 300 

RL. 
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Figure 5.11 Kerikil: Stage 2 microcrystalline quartz + sulfide + sulfosalt infil 

A Stage 2 colloform-crustiform banded miaocTystalline quartz + sulfide + sulfosalt vein striking 1 80° and cross-cutting early 

micmcrystalline quartz veins. The cavity is where the vein has been dug out by itinerate miners. High grade vein, Kerikil 2. 

8 Stage 2 colloform-crustiform banded microcrystalline quartz + sulfide + sulfosaltvein with stage I microcrystalline quartz 

breccia at the margin. High grade vein, southwest of Kerikil 2. 
C Stage 2 colloform-crustifonn banded microcrystalline quartz+ sulfide+ sulfosak vein with stage I microcrystalline quartz 

breccia at the margin. High grade vein, southwest ofKerikil 2. 

0 Stage 2 colloform-crusrifoon banded microcrystalline quartz + sulfide + sulfosalt vein. High grade vein, Kerikil 2. 

E Stage 2 cockade banded microcrystalline quartz + sulfide + sulfosaltmatrix to breccia of stage 1 microcrystaUine quartz 

cia sts. High grade vein, southwest of Kerikil 2. 

F Stage 2 colloform-crustiform banded microcrystalline quartz + sulfide + s ulfosalt breccia infill . High grade vein, Kerikil 2 

(:\\\'K 0441). 
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5.4.3 Stage 3 amethyst infill 

Description: Stage 3 is the third stage of period 1. Stage 3 amethyst vein and breccia 

infill consists of coarse, clear, and pale lilac to deep purple amethyst crystals up to several 

centimeters long. The crystals form colloform and cockscomb textured infill as well as 

infill in vugs (Fig. 5.12) .  Veins containing stage 3 are normally less than 5 em wide. Stage 3 

frequently forms the matrix to jigsaw fit breccia veins that contain slabby and angular 

breccia clasts of basaltic andesite and andesite. Clasts are not rotated. Sage 3 host rocks of 

coherent andesite and basaltic andesite are chlorite + epidote + albite + pyrite altered. 

Significant amounts of stage 3 can dilute the overall gold grade of mining ore blocks. 

Distribution and timing relationships: Stage 3 amethyst infill occurs throughout the 

Kerikil deposits. It is recognized laterally and vertically through the entire vein and breccia 

body (from 0 to 300 RL), but is most common at the junction of vein splits, bifurcations 

and at depth. Veins are typically from 1 to 3 em wide and from 2 to 20 m long. Breccia 

zones up to 3 m  wide and 100m long occur at the margins to the deposit. In the high grade 

vein seen in the southwestern section of Kerikil 2, amethyst infill is precipitated after stage 

2. Stage 3 amethyst can be distinguished from stage 6 by the absence of repeated episodes 

of rhodochrosite and amethyst infill. Stage 3 is deposited after stages 1 and 2 and before 

stages 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 .  

5.4.4 Stage 4 carbonate vein infill 

DeSCiiption: Stage 4 is the fourth and last stage of period 1. Stage 4 infill is rare and 

consists of alternating crustiform and colloform bands of massive to crystalline calcite and 

coarse-grained, clear to white, euhedral quartz crystals (Fig. 5 .  13). Veins containing stage 4 

are typically less than 5 em wide. 

Distribution and timing relationships: Stage 4 veins occur at the margins to the main 

Kerikil 2 orebody and are recognized as much as 50 meters away from the main breccia. 

Isolated stage 4 veins also occur throughout all drill core examined, at both shallow and 

deep levels. These veins are 1 ro 2 em wide and 2 to 20 m long. Stage 4 carbonate veins 

appear to be more common in the basaltic andesite intrusion as very fine, wispy, and 

curved extension veins. Breccia clasts of carbonate veins that occur in later poly lithic 

breccias may be stage 4 veins, but their origins are uncertain. Stage 4 carbonate infill occurs 

post stages 1 ,  2 and 3.  
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Figure 5.12 Kerikil: Stage 3 amethyst infill 
A Crustifonn-colloform vein w

i
th -stage 2 and later stage 3 in fill. Kerikil 2 

B Crustiform amethyst vein stage 3 inflll cross-cutting stage 1 microcrystalline quartz inflll. Keriki\ 2. 

C ,\methy�t vein of sr�ge ' with crustifoun and cockscomb texrures. Andesite host rocks �re silicified pyrite altered. Kcrikil 

2. 

0 Stage 3 amethyst matrix ,�;ch cockade and cockscomb textures cementing jigsaw fit brecciated basaltic andesite clasts. 

Kerikil 2. 

E :\methyst mam'X of stage 3 with crusnform, cockade and cockscomb textures around brecciated andesite clasts. Vuggy 

ca,;ries filled w1th coarse-grained cockscomb amethyst . •  -1-ndesite is chlorite + epidote + albite + pyrite altned. Kerikil 2. 

F Stage 3 amethyst matrix with cockade and cockscomb textures cementing Jigsaw fit brecciated basaltic andesite clasts. 

Basaltic andesite is chlorite + epidote + albite + pyrite altered. Kerikil 2. 
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Figure 5.13 Kerikil: Stage 4 carbonate vein infill 
A Stage 4 carbonate \'ein tnfill wuh crusuform and collof orm bandmg of white dogs-!Ooth quanz and calcite crystals. The 

centres of the \'elns are open \'ugs and the host rock is basaltic andesite. Kerikil 2. 

B Stage 4 carbonate and quartz spider \'eins in basaltic andesite. Kerikil 2. 
C Stage 4 carbonate \'et.n inflll with crustiform and colloform bandmg of wlute dogs-!Ooth quartz and rhodochrosite crr�

tals. Host rock ts basaltic andesne. Kenkd 2. 

5.4.5 Stage 5 rhodochrosite + sulfosalt + sulfide infill 

Descnpt£on: Period 2 is represented by a wide range of poly lithic, matrix to clast-

supported breccias and the presence of manganoan carbonate minerals. Rocks of period 2 

containing manganoan carbonates frequently weather to form black manganese wad in the 

oxide zone. 

Stage 5 is the first stage of period 2. Stage 5 is characterized by an assemblage of 

rhodochrosite + sulfosalt + sulfide ± microcrystalline quartz infilling veins and enveloping 

breccia clasts. Textures include crustiform, colloform and cockade banding (Fig. 5.14). 

Banding is not well developed, however, and edges of the bands are diffuse. Stage 5 

polylithic breccia clasts include coherent andesite, basaltic andesite and clasts of earlier 

infill stages 1 through 4. These clasts are up to 1 5  em across, and can be rotated or 

unrotated, angular or rounded. 

Carbonate infill of stage 5 is pink and fizzes with warm hydrochloric acid. 
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Figure 5.14 Kerikil: Stage 5 rhodochrosite + sulfide + sulfosalt infill 

A Srage 5 sulfosalr and rhodochrosite tnftll. High grade ore, Kenktl 2 (.-\ 'W1<. 0446). 

B Srage 5 sulfosalr and rhodochrosite tnfill. High grade ore, Kenkil 2 ( .-\'W1<. 0446). 

C Stage 5 sulf osait and rhodochrosite tnfill. Htgh grade ore, Kenkii 2 ( .-\'W1<. 044 7a). 

Psuedomorphs of bladed quartz after carbonate are rare by do occur locally. Sulfides, 

sulfosalts and electrum are present in diffuse dark bands and clots surrounded by 

rhodochrosite and quartz. Native silver is present as fme wires in open vugs and as scales 

on fractures. Stage 5 is an important high grade ore stage, with grades locally exceeding 

several 1000 g/ t Au and several percent A g. Stage 5, along with stage 6, are equivalent to 

the second para genetic stage defined by Simmons and Browne (1990). 

Distribution and timing relationships: Stage 5 occurs sporadically throughout Kerikil 2 

and is most common at the widest sections of breccia bodies and at bifurcations and 

junctions of cross-cutting structures. Breccia zones up to 5 m wide and 1 00 m long that 

contain stage 5 infill occur in the centre of the main north-south Kerikil structure. Stage 5 

is observed over the full vertical interval of the vein from 300 down to 50 RL, a distance 

of 250 m. Stage 5 infill encloses clasts of veins and breccia in fill stages 1 through 4. Clasts 

of stage 5 rhodochrosite + microcrystalline quartz + sulfide + sulfosalt that occur in later 

polylithic breccias are enclosed by infill stages 6 and 7. Vein infill stages 8 and 9 cross-cut 

stage 5. 
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5.4.6 Stage 6 microcrystal l ine quartz + rhodochrosite infil l 

Descrzption: Stage 6 is the second stage of period 2 and is characterized by an 

assemblage of fine grained, grey to white, microcrystalline quartz + pink rhodochrosite + 

black fine-grained sulfides and sulfosalts. This stage is recognized as banded colloform and 

cockade infi1l around breccia clasts (Fig. 5. 1 5) .  These clasts consist of jigsaw fit, rotated or 

unrotated, monolithic to poly lithic breccia clasts of coherent andesite, basaltic andesite 

and/ or clasts of earlier vein and breccia stages 1 through 4. Clasts are generally less than 1 0  

em wide and can b e  angular to well rounded. Rhodochrosite o f  stage 6 fizzes with warm 

hydrochloric acid. Near the surface of the K.erikil 2 deposit, rhodochrosite has been 

weathered to form black manganese wad. Stages 5 and 6 combined are equivalent to stage 

2 of Simmons and Browne (1 990). 

Distribution and timing relationships: Stage 6 rhodochrosite + microcrystalline quartz 

infill is closely associated with stage 5 and occurs throughout the K.erikil 2 deposit. It is 

most common at the widest sections of the breccia body and at bifurcations and junctions 

of cross-cutting northeast and northwest structures. Breccia zones containing stage 6 infill 

also occur in the centre of the deposit and are up to 1 5  m wide and 1 00 m long. Stage 6 is 

observed over the full vertical interval of the deposit from 300 down to 0 RL, a distance of 

300 m. Stage 6 infill encloses clasts of veins and breccias from stages 1 to 5. Cavities in 

stage 6 rhodochrosite + microcrystalline quartz are infilled by stage 7 amethyst + 

rhodochrosite. Several episodes of sealing and brecciation are recognized in stage 6. Vein 

infill stages 8 and 9 cut across stage 6. A significant amount of stage 6 infill can dilute the 

grade of mining ore blocks. 

5.4. 7 Stage 7 amethyst + rhodochrosite in  fill 

Description: Stage 7 is the last stage of period 2. Stage 7 is distinguished by an 

assemblage of colloform and cockade banded amethyst + rhodochrosite infill that 

surrounds angular breccia clasts and occurs in vein stockwork (Fig. 5 . 16). The breccia 

clasts consist of coherent andesite, basaltic andesite or rounded to angular polylithic 

breccia clasts of earlier vein stages. Clasts can exhibit jigsaw fit brecciation and the andesite 

clasts are locally altered to an assemblage of quartz + illite + pyrite to chlorite + pyrite. 

Stage 7 carbonate is pink and fizzes with warm hydrochloric acid. Amethyst crystals vary 
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Figure 5.15 Kerikil: Stage 6 microcrystalline quartz + rhodochrosite breccia infill 

A Polylnh.K breccia w1th rotated, angular and rounded clasts of earber mfill stages 11 nd coherent andesite and basaltic ande

�lte cemented br stage 6 mfill. 
6 Polylnluc breccta ''mh rotated, angular and rounded clasts of earller Ul fill stages and coherent andesite with stage 1 mfill 
YCtnS. Casts arc cemented by stage 6 rhodochrosite + nucrocrp;talhne quartz mfill. Kcnkll 2 (.\\'l'h 0458B) . 

C Polyhthic breccia wtth rotated, angular rounded and Jtgsaw fit clasts of earlier mfill stages cemented by cockade banded 

stage 6 rhodochrosite + nucrocrrstaDme quartz mfill. Kenlol 2 (.\\XX 051 �} 

0 Polyutluc breccia \\'lth rotated, angular rounded and jigsaw tit clasts of earlier mfill stages cemented br crusuform banded 

stage 6 rhodochrostte + nucrocrystalltne quartz mfill. Kenlol 2. 

E Breccia \nth rotated, angular, rounded and Jtgsa\\' fir stbClfted coherent basaluc andeSite clasrs cemented b) stage 6 

rhodochrosite + nucroctTstalhne quart'l mfill. Kenkil 2. 

F Polyllthic brecCia cemented b)· mf!ll stage 6 and cross-cut by crusuform banded and \-ug.�y Yem of mfill stage 7 J....enh.tl :! 
G Polyllthic brecCia \\,th rotated, angular, rounded and jigsaw fit clasts With cross-cumng �tage 6 Ye!n$ Kenkll :! 
H Po�·!Jtluc breccia ,�,th rotated, angular, rounded and jigsaw ftt clasts of car!Jer Ul fill stages and cockade stage 6 �eul,tJ :! 
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figure 5.16 Kerikil: Stage 7 amethyst+ rhodochrosite infill 
A �tagc 7 amethpt and rhodochrosite mfiU of Jigsaw fit brecCia. UrecC\a clasts and wallrock are composed of tllite to chlo-

mc altered coherent andoote. Late stage 9 pyme can be seen mfilling a vugg;- ca�1ry. Rhodochrosite rims the clasts \"lith later 

pale purple ameth) st. 

B �tage 7 ameth)st and rhodochrostte mfill of stockwork and Jogsaw fu brecCia. Brecaa clasts and wallrock are composed 

of tlhte to chlonte altered coherent andesite. Dogs-tooth crystals can be seen gro\vlng mto YU!k,''Y open spaces. 

C Rhodochro�tt<: nmrmng a chlonte altered coherem basaloc andesite clast '\l.Uh later, stage 7, coarsely crptalline, pale 

purple amcthy'>t Kcn\al 2 {.\ \\'K {)434} 

D �tage 7 ameth,�t and rhodochro>tt<: '·an cross-cumng 1lhte + pyote altered basaloc andesite. Kerilal 2 (i>.\\"'K ().1.26}. 

E Pood)-!>Ortcd rounded pol)1ruCt brcccoa faetc:. With late cross-cumng stage 7 amethyst + rhodochrosite vein. KerikJ.1 2 

footwall (.\\l;l( 0433) 

F Companson of stage 6 rhodochrosite + rrucroccystalhne quartz only mftll (top} \'mh stage 6 \\�th stage 7 rhodochrosue + 

amcrh1 �t mfill (bottom) Kcnktl 2. 
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from light to dark purple. The light purple variety is associated with rhodochrosite and the 

darker amethyst is associated with ankerite. St
_�
ge 7 amethyst + rhodochrosite is 

distinguished from stage 3 amethyst by the presence of rhodochrosite and their spatial 

distribution. Stage 7 amethyst + rhodochrosite can be distinguished from stage 6 

rhodochrosite + microcrystalline quartz by the lack of microcrystalline quartz infill and a 

lack of evidence of repeated brecciation (Fig. 5.16 F). Stage 7 can dilute the grade of ore 

blocks. Stage 7 is equivalent to stage 3 of Simmons and Browne (1990). 

Distribution and timing relationships: Stage 7 occurs throughout Kerikil 2, typically at the 

margins to the main deposit. Stage 7 infill is also concentrated at the northerly end of the 

Kerikil 2 pit, where a late northeast striking structure intersects the main north-south 

deposit. Stage 7 infill encloses clasts of veins and breccias from stages 1 through 6. Vein 

and vug infill of stages 8 and 9 cross-cut stage 7. 

5.4.8 Stage 8, base metal sulfide + quartz infil l 

Descnption: Period 3 is represented by late, cross-cutting, coarse crystalline quartz and 

base metal sulfide veins and late pyrite vein swarms. This period marks the end of the 

hydrothermal system. 

Stage 8 is the first stage of period 3. Stage 8 occurs as veins containing crystalline 

quartz and discontinuous bands and clots of coarse base metal sulfide (including sphalerite, 

chalcopyrite, galena, covellite and the ruby silvers) and rare sulfosalts (Fig. 5.17) .  Clots of 

sphalerite and chalcopyrite can be up to 10  em with individual sulfide crystals up to 2 em. 

Sphalerite is of the honey colored, iron-poor variety. Wall rocks of coherent andesite and 

clasts enclosed by stage 8 are commonly kaolinite altered. Vuggy spaces remaining from 

leached, altered volcanic and carbonate clasts are filled with base metal sulfides of stage 8. 

Stage 8 is equivalent to stage 4 of Simmons and Browne (1990). 

Distribution and timing relationships: Stage 8 veins occur outside the main breccia body 

in the footwall of the Kerikil 2 deposit. They form straight, lens�shaped, tension gash veins 

up to 20 m long and 50 em wide which cross-cut the margins of the main Kerikil 2 

structure. Stage 8 veins dip steeply and strike northwest at 130°. 
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Figure 5.17 Kerikil: Stage 8 base metal sulfide + quartz infill 
A ::-rage 8 coarse-gramed chalcopyme + sphalente + galena + crystallme quartz surrounding clast of stage 3 amethyst. 

Ken�tl 2 (.\ \\'K 0420). 

B �gge 8 couse-grgmed chgJcopyme + sphglerite + gglena + crymll1ne qum:z mfilllng vugs. Kefi"kll 2 (AWK 0420}. 

C �tage 8 coarse-gramed chalcopyme + sphalente + galena + quartz mtillmg after coarse amethyst. Kerikll 2 (A\\'K 0461}. 

0 Stage 8 coarse-gramed crystalline chakopyme + sphalente + galena + quartz wnh kaohnite altered wall rod.;, Kerikil 2 

( \ \\'K 0001 \}. 

5.4.9 Stage 9 pyrite infill 

Desmption: Stage 9 is the second stage of period 3. Stage 9 is characterized by 

crustiform and cockade bands of marcasite, pyrite and crystalline quartz that inftll veins 

and enclose breccia clasts of earlier vein stages (Fig. 5 .18). Marcasite occurs at vein margins 

and rimming clasts, while pyrite occurs in the centre of veins. Linear vein swarms of stage 

9 cross-cut earlier brecciation events. Host rocks and clasts of coherent andesite enclosed 

by stage 9 can be silicified or kaolinite altered. Vuggy space is created after altered and 

leached volcanics and dissolYed carbonate. Stage 9 was not recognized as a separate 

paragenetic stage by Simmons and Browne (1990). 

Distribution and timing rehtionsbips: Stage 9 veins occur as swarms of parallel vein sets 

that dip steeply and strike to the northwest at 120°. The veins cross-cut the breccias of the 

Kerikil 2 deposit. Stage 9 also occurs as infill around breccia clasts of stage 2 

microcrystalline quartz + sulfide + sulfosalt and in vugs after stage 3 amethyst. 
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Figure 5.18 Kerikil: Stage 9 pyrite infill 
A Stage 9 pyote vrn1 cutting kaolinne altered coherent andesuc. Kcnkil 2 (:\ \X'K �16) 
B Ct\'Stafimc quartz vein and stage 9 pyme, wuh marcasite along \"cin boundaries. Kcrik1l 2 {:\\X'K 0483). 

C PolymJCt brecaa v.mh Stage 6 mflll around clasts being cross cut br late stage 9 prme vctn. Kerilnl 2 (:\ \X'K 0413). 

0 Brcwatcd 'W'lthStage 2 clasts being ringed br late stage 9 prntc Ullill Kenktl 2 (:-I.WK 483 a and b). 

E Stage 3 amethyst mf�l w1th late stage 9 pyme mfilltng after amethrst Kerikil 2 (:-\. \X'K 483b) . 

f Stage 9 pynte and quartz vein m kaowute altered andesne host rock. Krnkil 2 {.-I. \X'K 0429). 

G Stage 9 prnte and quartz veins (with marcasne run) cross-cutting ftgsaw brecoa of sihcilied coherent andesite In filled 

\1.1th m.ge 3 Qmethyst Kenkil 2 (:l,.\X'K 0�21). 

H Stage 9 Prrite and quartz infilltng \'Ug after amethrst infill of stage 3 and stage 2 microcrptalhne quartz + sulfide + 

sulf osalt bands. Kerik1l 2. 
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5.5 Interpretation of Kerikil vein and preccia stages and periods 

Period 1 at Kerikil is dominated by silica polymorphs and has a similar sequence of 

infill stages to that at PBH. The 4 stages of period 1 begin with the brecciation of coherent 

andesite and basaltic andesite host rocks (stage 1). Breccia textures commonly associated 

with stage 1 indicate rapid pressure release and rock fragmentation. Fine-grained crystals 

and the occurrence of adularia indicate a rapid rate of crystal nucleation in response to 

cooling or boiling (Browne and Ellis, 1970; Browne 1978). The recognition of stage 1 

clasts in later stages suggests that sealing and re-brecciation was common. In stage 2, the 

occurrence of fine-grained crystals in thin growth bands suggests a rapid rate of nucleation 

in a steadily dilating structure. The presence of adularia suggests boiling occurred. Base

and precious- metal deposition is associated with stage 2 and most likely occurred in 

response to boiling. Coarse-grained stage 3 amethyst crystals occur in thick bands and also 

line vuggy cavities. The coarse-grained euhedral crystals indicate slow rates of 

crystallization in response to cooling of a silica under-saturated fluid and slowly changing 

conditions (Fournier, 1985a; Saunders, 1994). No mineralogical evidence for boiling was 

recognized in stage 3. This may indicate deposition from lower temperature fluids which 

have previously boiled. Jigsaw fit brecciation suggests rapid pressure release, possibly due 

to unloading of the hydrothermal system by tectonic movement or hydraulic release. Stage 

4 calcite, recognized at depth and distal to the main Kerikil system, was deposited from 

bicarbonate fluids. Bicarbonate fluids develop when carbon dioxide (produced by boiling) 

dissolves in surrounding ground waters (Cooke and Simmons, 2001). These fluids are 

forced to peripheral regions due to buoyancy and heat effects related to the active 

hydrothermal system. However, when the hydrothermal system wanes and collapses, 

bicarbonate fluids flood back into the system filling cavities and late structures. Thick 

banding and the vuggy cavities recognized in stage 4 suggest open space and dilation. 

Coarse, euhedral crystals indicate slow rates of crystallization in response to heating or 

carbon dioxide exsolution (Corbett and Leach, 1996). 

Period 2 is characterized by the presence of significant manganoan carbonate and 

a wide range of breccias exhibiting repeated crack/ seal brecciation events. These features 

are consistent with a hydrothermal system that was sealed off in period 1 ,  likely due the 

high silica content and fine-grained nature of the period 1 assemblages. Seahng of the 
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system would have eliminated buoyancy effects and allowed the subsequent influx of 

peripheral bicarbonate fluids above the seal. Due to a combination of brittle and 

impermeable host rocks, hydraulic over pressurization and/ or tectonic brecciation, the seal 

was broken and manganese-bearing bicarbonate fluids were allowed to mix with the 

renewed upflow of hydrothermal fluids. A hydrothermal eruption is the favored 

mechanism of seal breaking, since the sudden pressure release and consequent low 

pressure void and implosion would have allowed peripheral bicarbonate fluids to flow 

back into the system. Brecciation in stage 6 was suggested by Simmons and Browne (1990) 

to be the result of hydrothermal eruption due to a lack of schlickenslides and restricted 

lateral extent of the breccia (< 600m). This study also favors hydraulic brecciation and 

proposes that stages 5, 6 and 7 of period 3 all represent the result of crack seal brecciation 

and lithostatic offloading, which may have been expressed as hydrothermal eruption at 

surface. Stage 5 represents the initiation of this event and is characterized by jigsaw 

breccias that are indicative of a rapid pressure release and rock fragmentation, due to 

litho static unloading. Evidence for boiling in stage 5 is recognized by bladed carbonate 

psuedomorphs. The ill-defined sulfide and sulfosalt bands associated with rhodochrosite in 

this stage may suggest turbulent mixing, boiling and deposition. Stage 6 is represented by 

repeated episodes of crack/ seal brecciation marked by microcrystalline quartz and 

rhodochrosite. The fine-grained nature of crystals suggests rapid nucleation in response to 

boiling or cooling. In stage 7, alternating bands of coarse-grained amethyst and 

rhodochrosite suggest fluctuating carbonate- and silica- rich fluids. The occurrence of 

coarse, well-formed euhedral crystals indicate slow rates of crystallization. No 

mineralogical evidence of boiling is recognized in stage 7. This stage may represent 

deposition from low temperature fluids that have previously boiled. Jigsaw fit brecciation 

suggests rapid pressure release, possibly due to unloading of the hydrothermal system by 

tectonic movement or hydraulic release. 

Period 3 is distinguished from period 2 by a change in dilation (from north-south 

to northwest) , structural style (from breccias to veins), and gangue mineralogy (from fine

grained microcrystalline quartz, rhodochrosite, sulfide and sulfosalts to coarse-grained 

crystalline quartz + sulfides). Stage 8 is the first stage of period 3 and occurs as dilation 

veins that cross-cut period 1 and 2 infi!J stages. Thick banding and vuggy cavities suggest 

open space and large dilation of structures. The occurrence of coarse-grained, euhedral 
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crystals again indicates slow rates of crystallization. Coarse-grained sulfides likely deposited 

in response to gradual cooling or dilution. Leaching of volcanic and carbonate clasts and 

silicification indicate a more acidic fluid. Stage 9 is the last stage of the hydrothermal 

system. The presence of marcasite is indicath·e of a cool, low pH fluid (Deer et al., 1992; 

Saunders et al., 1997). The low temperature, acidic conditions may be related to the 

collapse of the hydrothermal system and encroachment of reduced, sulfur-rich fluids and 

iron back into the system via pathways that were opened up by the change in tectonic 

direction. 

5.6 PBH ore mineralogy 

This section describes in detail the PBH ore mineralogy which is dominated by 

sulfides and sulfosalts with lesser oxides and rare occurrences of tellurides (Fig. 5.19). 

Pyrite is the most abundant sulfide and is present in stages 1 ,  2, 3 and 4. Sphalerite, galena 

and chalcopyrite are accessory minerals along with trace jalpaite, acanthite, silver sulfosalts, 

silver tellurides, native silver and electrum in stages 3 and 4. 

� Stage e 
1 

y 
Pyrite .. .. .. .. .. ..  

Sphalerite 
Galena 
Chalcopyrite 
Covelllte 

w Jalpa1te 
0:: Acanthite 
0 

Ag-sulfides 
Ag -sulfosalts 

Ag-tellurides 
Sliver 
Electrum 

Jasper 
Micro-

w crystalline qz 
:::1 

Crystalline qz (!) 
2 

Amethyst <t 
(!) 

Adularia 

Calcite 

Relative mineral abundances 
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Stage 
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Stage 
3 
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4 5 

- -

- .. - - .. .. ..  - .. 

- - - - - - - - -

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..  
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. .. . - .. -

.. - - - .. - .. - .. .. ..  - .. - -

.. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..  · · · · · - - - - - - - -
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Figure 5.19 PBH infill stage paragenesis detailing gangue and ore mineral occurrences 

Stage 
6 

I 

Paragenesis dtagram showmg the occurrence a11d rdaovt abund:\ncc. of gangue and ore nunerals across tnfill stages at PBH 
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5.6. 1 Pyrite 

Pyrite is the most abundant sulfide pha,se at PBH. It is ubiquitous in vein stages 1 to 

4 and occurs as very fine- to coarse-grained ( < 1 mm to 3 em), pyritohedral, cubic or 

anhedral grains (Fig. 5 .. 20 A, B and F). Pyritohedral forms are observed in the northern 

section of the Hulubai vein (Fig. 5.20 B). Microscopically, pyrite is present as light yellow 

to buff, single crystals or agglomerations of crystals. Stage 2 pyrite is very fine-grained and 

rarely coarser than 30 p.m Pyrite is the earliest sulfide in the mineral paragenesis of stage 3 

and 4, and pre-dates sphalerite, galena and chalcopyrite deposition (Fig. 5.20 C). Within the 

thin, dark sulfide and sulfosalt bands of stage 3 (5.20 F) pyrite is rare, and instead occurs 

immediately prior to and after sulfide and sulfosalt precipitation. Pyrite from Permata is 

commonly fractured and infilled by later chalcopyrite (Fig. 5.20 D). Pyrite collected from 

the vein extremity at North Hulubai contains rare electrum inclusions (Fig. 5.20 A and q. 

At the bifurcation of the Permata and Permata North veins, pyrite precipitated in the initial 

bands of stage 4 has inclusions of cervelleite (Ag4 TeS: Fig. 5.20 E). 

5.6.2 Sphalerite 

Sphalerite in stage 3, the main ore-bearing vein stage, is present in thin sulfide and 

sulfosalt bands with grain sizes rarely coarser than 1 mm (Fig. 5.20 F). In contrast, stage 4 

sphalerite crystals may reach several centimeters in size. Sphalerite occurs as clear to honey 

colored (iron-poor), fine-grained (< 100 1-1m), euhedral crystals that frequently exhibit 

chalcopyrite disease. Sphalerite is abundant within veins and is associated with galena, 

jalpaite, silver sulfosalts, chalcopyrite, acanthite, silver and electrum (Figs. 5 .19 and 5.21). 

Sphalerite is more abundant in the late sulfide and sulfosalt bands of stage 3, along with 

galena and rare chalcopyrite. Sphalerite is generally more abundant in the deeper portions 

of the PBH deposit (below 100 RL). 

5.6.3 Galena 

Galena occurs in thin sulfide + sulfosalt bands of stage 3, rarely reaching grain sizes 

coarser than 1 mm. Stage 4 galena is present as coarse-grained, eudehral crystals up to 1 

em in diameter (Figs. 5.21 and 5.20 F). Galena is typically associated with sphalerite and is 
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Figure 5.20 PBH sulfides (A) 
(:\U •mages are photonucrographs, taken under reflected hght) 

A Chalcopynre (cpy), cubiC P)'ttte (py) and elemum (el) of stage 3. Huluba1 (A\X'H 0006). Scale 50 v-m. 

B Pyntohedral pyme (pY) Ul llhte + pyme + adulaua altered coherent andeSite, stage 3 Huluba1 (A \X'H 0006). Scale = 550 

vm 

C Elect rum (el) grams enclosed m cubic pyme (py) Wtth chakopyme (cp)'), galena (gn), and sphalente (sph), stage 3. 

Hulubat (:Wi'H 0006) Scale = 50 v-m. 

0 Fractured cub1c pynte (pr) crystals wl!h latet chalcopyme (cpy) Ul!ill, stage 3. Permata (A \l;'P 0040A). Scale = 50 vm. 
E Cerntlhte ( .-\g,TeS ) in pynte from stage 4. Central Permata (A\l;'P 0040). Scale = 50 !J.ffi. 
F �!JetocrrStalhne bands com�mtng sphaleme, galeru, chalcopynte, pmte, �c�ntlme and e\ectrum, Sl'age 3 Pennata (MM 

4). Scale = 1800 �· 
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observed syn- and post- deposition of silver sulfosalts, silver and electrum. Galena 

generally occurs late in vein paragenesis along with sphalerite. Galena is less abundant in 

vein samples collected from Hulubai at the northern end of the PBH vein system. Galena 

(like sphalerite) is also more abundant in the deeper portions of the PBH deposit below 

100 RL. 

5.6.4 Chalcopyrite 

Chalcopyrite occurs in both stages 3 and 4, the main ore-bearing vein stages. It is 

commonly observed in samples collected from central Permata but is rare at the 

extremities of the vein in southern Permata and at northern Hulubai. Chalcopyrite at PBH 

is present in either the thin, dark bands of stage 3 (rarely reaching grain sizes coarser than 1 

mm) or as massive crystals in stage 4 (Figs. 5.21 and 5.20 F). Chalcopyrite from stage 3 is 

associated with acanthite, electrum and, to lesser extent, native silver and silver sulfosalts 

(Figs. 5 . 19  and 5.21). Coarse chalcopyrite associated with coarsely crystalline quartz is one 

of  the main characteristics of stage 4 (Fig. 5.6 A and B). In this stage, chalcopyrite occurs 

late in the vein paragenesis and is associated with sphalerite and galena (Fig. 5.21 F). 

5.6.5 Covellite 

Covellite was only observed in vein stage 3 and 4 within central Permata. Covellite occurs 

as rims to jalpaite, sphalerite and chalcopyrite grains (Figs. 5 .19 and 5.21 D). Covellite is 

considered a supergene product. 

5.6.6 Jalpaite 

Jalpaite (Ag,CuSz) and possibly mckinstryite ((Ag, Cu)2S) are important silver ore 

minerals that occur in thin sulfide and sulf osalt bands of stage 3 (Figs. 5.22 C, D, F and 

5.20 F). Jalpaite can only be distinguished microscopically and occurs as pale grey, euhedral 

crystals exhibiting a poor polish. It is typically confined to particular sulfide and sulfosalt 

bands. J alpaite is associated with chalcopyrite, sliver 'iulfosalts, acanthite, native silver, 

electrum and lesser amounts of galena and <>phalente (Figs. 5.19, 5 .21 D and 5.22 A and B). 
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Figure 5.21 PBH sulfides (B) 

(:ill photomicrographs ue taken under reflected light} 

A Sphalerite {sph}, galena {gn} and chalcopyrite (cpy} of stage 3 in fining bladed texrure - possibly after bhded carbonate. 

Permata (A \\1-1 0043B}. Scale "' 550 IJ.m. 

B lncreased magnification of view in 5.21 :\ showing stage 3 sphalerite (sph), galena (gn) and chalcopyrite (cpy) infilling 

bhded texture - possibly after bladed carbonate. Permata (A\X'P 0043B}. Scale = 1-10 �-tm. 

C Cause-grained sphalerite (sph). galena (gn} and chalcopyrite (cpy), stage 4. Permata (A \\'P 0040B). Scale "' 1800 j.lffi. 

0 Sphalerite (sph} rimmed by latercovellite (cov} with galena (gn}, jalpaite (jal} and electrum (el}, stage 3. Pennata (MM4}. 

Scale = 550 11m. 

E Chalcopyrite (cpy) intergrown with sphalerite (sph) and galena (gn), stage 3. Permata (A \'('P 0042). Scale ::. 550 f<m 

F Sphalerite (sph} ,,;th galena (gn} and chalcopyrite (cpy}. Permata (A \\'P 0042}. Scale = 50 fA.m. 
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5.6.7 Acanthite 

Acanthite is also an important silver ore mineral and is present in thin sulfide and 

sulfosalt bands of stage 3. Acanthite is bright white (in reflected light) and forms fine

grained (1 00 [.Lm), acicular crystals (Figs. 5.22 C, D, E, F and 5.20 F). Acanthite typically 

occurs early in the stage 3 band paragenesis (with electrum and silver sulfosalts) and is 

followed by later chalcopyrite, galena and sphalerite (Fig. 5.22 D). 

5.6.8 Silver sulfosalts 

A range of silver sulfosalts occur within thin sulfide and sulfosalt bands of stage 3 

(Figs. 5.22 C, D, E, F and 5.20 F) and are important silver minerals at PBH. Sulfosalt 

grains are typically <1nun and are not visible in hand specimen. The most abundant 

sulfosalt species are the antimony-rich end members, represented by pale grey-green, well 

polished friebergite (argentian tetrahedrite, (AgCuFe)1z(Sb,As)4S13 )  and bright whitish 

green polybasite ((AgCu)16Sb2S11 ). The silver sulfosalts are associated with chalcopyrite, 

jalpaite, native silver, electrum and lesser amounts of galena and sphalerite (Figs. 5 .19 and 

5.22 B and C). 

5.6.9 Unidentified silver sulfides, sulfosalts and tellurides 

A range of minor silver sulfides (> 50 wt % Ag), sulfosalts, tellurides and alloys that 

could not be identified petrographically were analyzed by electron microprobe (Appendix 

3). A search of known mineral elemental compositions showed that many of the silver-rich 

minerals had atypical compositions of silver, copper, iron, zinc, lead, antimony, arsenic, 

tellurium, and sulfur and could not be identified. A more detailed mineralogical study of 

the unusual silver minerals was beyond the scope of this project. 

5.6. l 0 Silver 

Rare native silver occurs in stage 3, the main ore-bearing vein stage, in thin dark 

bands (Figs. 5.22 C, D, E, F and 5.20 F ). Silver is bright white (in reflected light) and is 

present as anhedral grains typically less than 1 mm in diameter. Where present, native 

silver is associated with chalcopyrite, jalpaite and the silver sulfosalts (Figs. 5 .19 and 5.22 

C). 
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Figure 5.22 PBH silver-bearing minerals 

(.\ll photomicrographs are taken under reflected light) 

A :\nhedral friebergite (frieb) grains enclosing tarnished chalcopyrite (cpy) togethendth minor sphalerite (sph), galena (gn) 

and elect rum (e\), stage 3. Hulubai (:\\\11 0006}. Scale = 50 flm. 

6 Sphalerite (sph) and freibergite (frieb) enclosing galena (gn), which in tum encloses chalcopyrite (cpy), stage 3. Permata, 

(:\\\P 0043B}. Scale = 50 flm. 

C Jalpaite (jal), sphalerite (sph) and chalcopyrite (cpy), stage 3. Hulubai (A \VH 0006}. Scale = 50 \1m. 

0 :\nhedral siiYer grain enclosed by jalpaite (jal) with chalcopyrite (cpy), stage 3. Permata (:\\\'P 0042..-\}. Scale = 50 p.m. 

E :\cicular acanthite (aca) enclosing electrum (el) \";th minor pyrite (py), galena (gn) and chalcopyrite (cpy) stage 3. Permata, 

(:\\\'P 00408}. Scale = 550 f!m. 

F :\nhedral sih·er grains (:\g), chalcopyrite ( cpy) and jalpaite (jal) enclosed by sphalerite (sph). CoYellite (cov) is replacing 

the rims of chalcopyrite (cpy), sphalerite (sph) and jalpaite (jal) grains, stage 3. Permata (1\fl\f 4). Scale = 550 �-tm. 
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5.6. 1 1  Electrum 

Electrum is the primary ore mineral at PBH. It occurs in the thin dark bands of 

stages 3 and locally interstitial to coarse-grained crystals in stage 4 (Figs. 5.23 and 5.20 F). 

Electrum ranges from bright canary yellow to pale yellow in color (in reflected light) and is 

present as fine-grained anhedral grains between 10 to 100 p.m. Optical variation between 

lighter colored, silver-rich and darker colored, gold-rich regions (Fig. 5.23 F) is common. 

Electrum is associated with sphalerite, galena, chalcopyrite, acanthite, silver sulfosalts (Figs. 

5.21 D, F and 5.23 A, B, C, D) and rarely occurs as inclusions in pyrite (e.g. Northern 

Hulubai: Fig. 5.20 A and C ). 

5.7 Kerikil ore mineralogy 

Ore mineralogy at Kerik:il can be distinguished from that at PBH by the greater 

abundance of chalcopyrite, common inclusions of electrum in pyrite, lack of tellurides, and 

selenium substitution in jalpaite (and other sulfides). Kerikil ore is dominated by pyrite 

with lesser amounts of chalcopyrite, sphalerite, galena, covellite, jalpaite, acanthite, silver 

sulfosalts, native silver and electrum (Fig. 5.24). Ore minerals occur in all three periods but 

are most abundant in stages 2, 5 and 8. 

5.7.1  Pyrite (+ marcasite) 

Pyrite occurs in stages 1 ,  2, 5, 8 and 9 (Fig. 5.25) and is represented as pyritohedral, 

cubic and anhedral forms. Pyrite in stages 1 ,  2 and 5 is generally fine-grained (< 1mm) but 

is coarser grained (> 1cm) in stages 8 and 9. Microscopically, pyrite is present as light 

yellow to buff colored, fine- to coarse- grained, single crystals or agglomerations. In stage 

5, pyrite in sulfosalt bands associated with rhodochrosite contains abundant electrum 

inclusions. Within this stage, pyrite may occur as rims that overgrow earlier pyrite and 

chalcopyrite (Fig. 5.25 E and F). In stage 9, marcasite is present as bright yellow, massive 

bands and is associated with coarsely crystaUine quanz in colloform veins and as late stage 

vug infill. Pyrite always occurs early in the mineral paragenesis of stages 1 ,  2, 5, 8 and 9 

(Fig. 5.24). 
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Figure 5.23 P8H electrum 

(:\U photonucrographsare taken undeaeflected hght) 

A Chalcoprme (cpr). sphalente (sph) and e\ectrum (el), stage 3. Hulubai (:\\\'H 0006). &ale = 50 !J.m. 

B Chalcopyrite (cpy), sphaleme (sph), acanthlte (aca) needles endostng e\earum (el), stage 3. Penmta (1\1]\f 4-) Scale : 50 

\lffi 

C Electrum (el} associated '�1th sphalcme (sph} and galena (gn} enclosed by fre>betg>te (fneb} mtergrown w>th spha\eme 

(sph}, stage 3 Pennata (:\ \\1' 0085). Scale = 50 \lm. 

0 

E 

Electrum (el} associated \\>ith sphaleme imcrgrown with galena, stage 3. Permata (:\'JC'P 0085). Scale = 50 IJ.ffi. 
Chalcoprmc (cpr). sphalente (sph), galena {gn}, acamh11c (aca) and elecuum {d) , stage 3 Pennata (:\'JC'P 00-!0B). Scale = 

S0 11m 

F Elect rum (e\) gram sho\vmg opucal variation due 10 silYet· and gold- rich woes. The gold-nch parts ha\'e ele\'ated 

mercury ,·a\ues Stage 3, Pennata (1\IM-1-) Scale = 50 \U'L 
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Period 2 (rhodochrosite Period 3 

bearing breccias) (sulfide veins) 

Stage 
5 (ore) 

Stage 
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Stage 
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Stage 
8 (ore) 

Stage 
9 

brOWfll redl 
eolortHs � 

-
. . . ...... -... ... .. ..-

. . .  
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c::: 
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:p -� .. . .. . ... .. - · 
u u . . . . .. . - .. � 

co . . . 
"0 c .. - .  - · - .. - ,., .. , ....... 
ro 
C'> .!: rn Q) (/) 

- - - - - - -

Stage Stage Stage not 
II Ill IV reported 

Trace 

PuageneStS d�agram showtng the occuaence and relaave abundance of gangue and ore minerals across vetn and breccia infill 

stages a t  Kerikll. Parageneac stages deftned by Sunmons and Browne (1990) ue shown for compH!SOn. 

5.7.2 Chalcopyrite 
Chalcopyrite is more common at Kerikil than at PBH and occurs in the main ore-

bearing stages (stages 2, 5 and 8; Fig. 5.24). Chalcopyrite from stages 2 and 5 occurs in 

fine, dark colored bands (with grain sizes rarely coarser than 1 mm) and is associated with 

sphalerite, galena, silver sulfosalts and electrum (Fig. 5.26 A, B, C and D). Chalcopyrite in 

stage 8 occurs as massive vein infill with sphalerite, galena and pyrite (Fig. 5.26 E and F). 

Microscopically, the chalcopyrite is canary yellow and typically forms fine-grained (100 

mm) euhedral crystals. Chalcopyrite is also present as "chalcopyrite disease, (Bente and 

Doering, 1993; 1995) in sphalerite from stage 8. 
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Figure 5.25 Keril<il sulfides (A) 

(. \ B, C. D and E ate photomicwgcaphs, taken undet tdlected light) 

A Eady cubiC and pymohedtal p}·me (py) wlth latet sphalwte (sph) and lesset amounts of chalcopyme (cpy) and tcace 

galena {gn). Pytite has electrum inclusions. Stage 5, Kenkil 2 (;\ \l:K 0447a). Scale = 550 y.m. 

8 Pynte (p�·) ,�,th latet chakopptte (cp)') and lesset amounts of sphaleme (sph) and ttace galena (gn). Pyme has electrum 

tnclu�wns. Stage 5, Kenktl 2 (.-\ \l:'K 0447a). Scale = 550 \!tn 

C Eady cubtc and pyntohedtal pyme (py) wtth latet tims of pytite intetgwwn '",th chalcopynte (cpy) and lesset amounts of 

jalpane (pl) and trace sphaleme (sph). �tage 5, Kerilal 2 ( ,-\ 'X'K 0447a). &ale = 140 fliD. 

0 Eatly pyntohedral pydte (py) \��th electrum inclusions enclosed by galena (gn). Stage 5, Kerikil 2 (.-\WK 0447a). Scale = 

50 I'm. 

E Ftactured matcastte (mat) band. Stage 9, Kenktl 2 (.-\ \l:K 0421). Scale = 2000 pm. 

F Ftactuted matcastte (mat) band between bands of coatsel.y ctystalltne quan2. Note: same \'Jew as Fig 5.25E undet ctoss

polaozed light. Stage 9, 1--:cnkll 2 (.-\ \\:1( 0421). &ale = 2000 IJ.m. 
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Figure 5.26 KeriU sulfides (B) 

(:\,B,D and E arc photomiCrographs, taken under reflected light) 

A P}nte (py) and )3\patte ()a\) tntctgrown '"'lih sphalcme (sph) and sunounded by galena {gn) and chalcopytitc (cpy). Stage 

5, Ken!ul2 ( .\\>."K 0447a) Scale = 140 {lffi. 
B ?} me (pn a�lated wtth �phalcotc (sph) and galena (gn) and chalcopynte (cpy). Stage 5, KenW .! {:\ \);,"}( 047a). Scale 

= 140,..m 

C Ca,·mes m quatt7 after bladed ca late tnfil\ed With stage 5 sulfide. Note: same VIew as F�g 5 26D under p\anc-polaozed 

ll�ht Kenl<.J! 2 (.\WX 0448). Scale = 550 {lffi. 
0 Ca>,ocs after bladedcalate mflllcd wnh chalcopyotc (cpy}, sphaleotc {sph} and galena {gn). Stage 5, Keol<.J! 2 (.-\\\!( 
U448). Scale = 550 1-1m. 

E Sphalentc under reflected light Stage 8, K:eokll 2 (:\ \\"K 0007a). Scale = 2000 !J.ffi. 
F Pruss1an blue conlhte (cov) after chalcopymc (cpy) surroundmg galena (gn) and sphaleme {sph). Sphalente coruams 

lndUSlons of chalcopynte as "chakopynre d!Seasen Stage 8, Kmlal 2 (.\'\X'K 0007-a). Scale = 550 jLffi. 
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5.7.3 Sphalerite 

Sphalerite is less common at Kerikil compared with PBH and occurs in stages 2, 5 

and 8 (Fig. 5.26 A, B, E and F). Fine-grained sphalerite is present as thin, dark bands in 

stage 2 and as diffuse bands and clots in stage 5, where it is associated with galena and 

lesser amounts of chalcopyrite, silver sulfosalts, native silver and electrum (Fig. 5.25 A and 

B). Sphalerite from both these stages occurs as optically clear and honey colored (iron

poor) varieties, typically forming fme-grained (500 mm) , euhedral to anhedral crystals. 

Stage 8 sphalerite occurs as massive, coarse-grained crystals generally greater than 5 mm 

(Fig. 5.26 E and F). light brown to red sphalerite from this stage exhibits zoned crystals 

and chalcopyrite disease (Fig. 26 E and F) . Sphalerite commonly occurs infilling lattice 

work textures, possibly after earlier bladed carbonate. Sphalerite can occur both early and 

late in the infill stage paragenesis. Sphalerite and galena are abundant in samples collected 

from deeper (below 50 RL) in the Kerikil system. 

5.7.4 Galena 

Galena is less common at Kerikil compared with PBH and is observed in stages 2, 5 

and 8 (Figs. 5.25 B,C and 5.26 A, B) . It is present in thin dark bands of stages 2 and 5, 

rarely reaching grain sizes coarser than 1 mm, and is frequently associated with 

chalcopyrite (within ore stages) and lesser amounts of sphalerite, silver sulfosalts and 

electrum. Stage 8 galena frequently occurs as massive, coarse-grained (> Smm), cubic 

crystals associated with coarse chalcopyrite and sphalerite. Finer-grained varieties (100 

mm) are recognized microscopically as pale grey, euhedral crystals with pronounced rip up 

triangles (due to polishing) . Galena and sphalerite are common at deep levels in the Kerikil 

deposit. 

5.7 .5 Covellite 

Covellite at Kerikil occurs rimming stage 8 chalcopyrite, sphalerite and jalpaite (Fig. 

5.26 F).  

5 .  7 .6 Jalpaite 

Jalpaite is recognized in stages 2 and 5 and is one of the main silver ore minerals. 
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1-Iicroscopically, jalpaite (Ag3Cu(S)2) occurs as pale grey, poorly polished, euhedral crystals 

confined to particular sulfide bands within vein stages 2 and 5 (Fig. 5.27 A, B, C and F). 

Jalpaite is commonly associated with chalcopyrite, nati\·e silver, electrum and lesser 

amounts of galena and sphalerite. Selenian-jalpaite is common and is often associated with 

electrum. 

5. 7.7 Acanthite 

Acanthite occurs in the main ore-bearing vein stages 2 and 5 and is another main 

host for sih·er ore at Kerikil (Fig. 5.27 D). Fine-grained (< 1mm) acanthite is present in 

thin dark bands, and is associated with chalcopyrite and electrum and lesser amounts o f  

sphalerite, galena and silver sulfosalts. Microscopically, the acanthite is recognized as white, 

euhedral and anhedral crystals. 

5.7.8 Silver sulfosalts 

A broad range of silver sulfosalts occur in stages 2 and 5, the main ore-bearing vein 

stages, but not all the species could be identified. Silver (with antimony and/ or arsenic) 

sulfosalts are present in the thin dark bands, rarely reaching grain sizes greater than 1 mm. 

The most abundant sulfosalts are pale grey-green friebergite (argentian tetrahedrite, 

(AgCuFe)Iz(Sb,As)4Sn) ranging to grey tennantite (AgCuFe)1z(As,Sb )4Sn), bright white 

polybasite (AgCu)t6Sb2Sll) and the ruby silvers; prousrite (Ag3AsS3)and pyrargyrite 

(Ag3SbS3). In general, the silver sulfosalts are not associated with chalcopyrite-rich bands. 

Galena and sphalerite appear both early and late in the paragenesis compared to the silver 

sulfosalt minerals. 

5.7.9 Unidentified Ag sulfides, sulfosdts and tellurides 

A range of minor silver sulfides (> 50 wt % Ag), sulfosalts, tellurides and alloys 

that could not be identified petrographically were analyzed by electron microprobe 

(Appendix 3). A search of known mineral elemental compositions showed that many of 

the silver-rich minerals had atypical compos1tiom of silver, copper, iron, zinc, lead, 

antimony, arsenic, tellurium, selenium and sulfur and could not be identified. A more 

detailed mineralogical study of the unusual st.lvcr minerals was beyond the scope of this 

project. 
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Figure 5.27 Kerikil silver-bearing minerals 

(.\U photOffilCrograph, art taktn under refltcttd hght) 

A Jalpaltt (yal) surrounded by sphalerite (sph) mtergrown w1th c:halcopyntt (c:p1·) and pyntt (py). Stage 5, K�o.lul 2 ( .\\1:1< 
0447a). Scale = 50 !Jffi 
B P1-nte (py) wuh electrum (el)ISidusionssurrounded by sphaltote (sph), jalpane (Jal) and galena (gn). Stage 5, Kenkil2 

( .\ \X'K 04-l7a). Scale = SO f'm. 
C PJ-nte (py) '�ith elec:trum (el) Uldusions surrounded by jalprute (tal) intergrown \Vlth sphalente (sph) and galena (gn). Stage 

". Kenkl.l 2 (.\\Xl< 0446). Scale = SO �<m. 

0 Chalcoprnte (c:pr) and sphaleme (sph} surrounded by ac:anthate (ac:a}. Stage 5. Kenk!l 2 (:\ �1< 0447a). Sc:alt = SO j.\m. 

E Electrum (e� surrounded by c:halcopyme (cpy} and galena (gn). Stage 5, Kenkil 2 (.-\ \lil< 0+47a). Scale = SO 1-1m 
F Chalcopynte (cp)') intergro\vn wnh electrum (el) and S\lnounded by jalpaite (ial). Stage 5, Ke.rikil 2 (:\W'K 0447a}. ::'icale = 

SO�tm. 
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Figore 5.28 Keril<il electrum 

(All photomicrographs are taken under reflected hght) 

A Electrum{el) mdUSions in pyme {py� Stage 5, Keokt! 2 (.\WK 0447a� Scale = 50 J.lffi. 

0-tA.PTER 5 Mlf\ERAUZA TON 

B Electtum{el) tncluswns m pyme {py) '"ith Iacer pyme ems wh1ch are inter grown w1th plpane (tal) and chalcop;-me {cpy). 

Stage 5, Kerihl.l 2 {A\>:'K OM7a). Scale = 50 I'm 
C El«trum {el) mdusions in pyme (py), wluch IS tn tum surrounded by electrum mtergrown ,,,.tth galena {gn). sphalente 

{sph), d.ectrum {d.) and chalcopyrue {cpy). Stage 5, Kmkil 2 (.\ WK Q447a� Scale = 50 �un. 
0 Sphalerite {sph) encl05ed by electrum {el) imergrown with Jalpatte (jal). Stage 5. Keo!a1 2 (_\\\'K 0447a). Scale = 50 \1ffi 
E Elecuum {el), sphalerite {sph) and Jalpaite (ial) S\mounding pyme {pr). Stage 5, Kenkil 2 {:\\\K 0447a). Scale = 50 11m. 

F Chalcopyme {cpy) sunounded bj• electrum (el) wluch ts Jmergtown \\1lh sphakrue {sph) and chalcopyote ('P'. { .-iuch 

encloses pyrite {pr) wnh runs). Stage 5. Kerikil 2 (.\ \\'K 0447ap icale "' 50 \lffi· 
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5.7. 1 0  Silver 

Native silver occurs in stage 5 (a main ore-bearing stage) as fine wires in open vugs 

and scales placing fractures. Native silver is commonly associated with rhodochrosite

bearing stage 5 infill. Microscopically) the silver farms bright white, anhedral grains that are 

frequently associated with silver sulfosalts. 

5.7. 1 1  Electrum 

Electrum occurs in the main ore-bearing vein stages 2, 5 and 8 within the thin dark 

bands. Microscopically, the electru.m. ranges from bright canary yellow to pale lemon (in 

reflected light) ) and is present as grains ranging from 10 to 500 ��m. It is observed as 

inclusions in pyrite and is associated with chalcopyrite, galena and silver sulfosalts. 

5.8 Discussion of PBH and Kerikil ore mineralogy 

The following discussion addresses the occurrence of the sulfide ore minerals at PBH 

and Kerikil and implications for the physico-chemical environment of deposition. 

Pyrite is abundant at both PBH and Kerikil, indicating that significant amounts of iron 

were precipitated under reducing conditions. Pyrite \Vithin the early vein stages is assumed to 

have been deposited from an iron chloride complex, a process which is dependant on the 

presence of H2S produced during boiling (e.g., Romberger, 1993). The youngest pyrite and 

marcasite veins of stage 9 at Kerikil may have been deposited by different processes other than 

boiJing. Late pyrite and marcasite vein stages have been noted in several other epithermal 

deposits (e.g., Stage E, OH Vein, Creede, Plumlee and Whitehouse-Veaux, 1995). Reed and 

Plumlee (1992) showed that late vein stages containing pyrite and marcasite, associated 

with kaolinite are indicative of an acidic, low temperature fluid. Low temperature) acidic 

conditions are therefore indicated during the closing stages of the hydrothermal system at 

Kerikil. 

At PBH and Kerikil, copper and silver are precipitated as chalcopyrite and acanthite, 

respectively, or together as jalpaite. Copper and silver can also be precipitated with zinc and 

antimony in the silver sulfosalts. The close association of copper, silver, zinc and antimony 

mineralization suggests common depositional controls. These elements are typically 
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transported as a chloride complexes in hot saline conditions, but can also be transported as 

bisulfide complexes in low temperature, epithermal environments under near neutral, dilute 
/ 

conditions (Barnes, 1979; Henley and Brown, 1985; Brown, 1 986). It is known that copper, 

silver and antimony precipitation is controlled by decreases in temperature, salinity and pH 

and/ or increases in H2S concentration (Barnes, 1979). It is likely that the effects of boiling or 

mixing with a dilute fluid may have been responsible to the mineral assemblages recognized at 

PBH and Kerikil. Covellite rimming chalcopyrite suggests alteration by a late, acidic fluid 

Electrum at PBH is deposited with a variety of sulfides and sulfosalts, whereas 

electrum at Kerikil is most abundant as inclusions in pyrite. Studies have shown that gold is 

preferentially transported as bisulfide complexes in low temperature, epithermal environments 

and under near neutral, dilute conditions (Seward, 1991 ). Gold deposition is controlled by pH, 

oxygen fugacity, activity of sulfur, salinity and temperature (Seward, 1991). The fact that gold 

and silver are deposited together as electrum and in association with acanthite, jalpaite and 

silver at PBH and Kerikil suggests that gold precipitated from bisulfide and chloride complexes 

under similar conditions to silver and copper deposition. 

Lead and zinc, precipitated as galena and sphalerite in stage 4, are assumed to have 

been transported as chloride complexes and their precipitation resulted from decreases in 

temperature, salinity and pressure (Barnes, 1 979; Henley, 1 985a, 1 985b ). 

Tellurium is precipitated as gold-silver telluride inclusions in early pyrite from stage 4 

at PBH and may be indicative of throttling of the main ore structure. Cooke and Bloome 

(2001) suggest tellurium will be preferentially transported in the gas phase in boiling epithermal 

systems, but that throttling of a conduit can be an effective way of maintaining tellurium in the 

fluid. Subsequent tellurium deposition can occur due to condensation, cooling or mixing 

(Cooke and Bloom, 2001). The presence of coarse-grained chalcopyrite, sphalerite and galena 

crystals in stage 4 also suggests a slow, gradual decrease in temperature. This is in contrast to 

the fine-grained nature of sulfides in stage 3 that were deposited in response to boiling. Stage 4 

is also devoid of silver sulfosalts and electrum, suggesting that metal precipitation due to a 

boiling bisulfide fluid may not have occurred. Instead, deposition of copper, lead and zinc was 

likely induced by cooling. 

5.9 Supergene Mineralization 

A detailed characterization of supergene mineralogy was not a primary objective of 

this study. The supergene sections ofPBH and Kerikil 1 and 2 had been mined out before 
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the initiation of this project and drill core from the supergene zone had deteriorated under 

the tropical conditions on-site. In general, the supergene zone is confined to the top 25 m 

of deposits where manganese and iron oxides replace manganoan carbonates and sulfides 

(Simmons and Browne, 1 990) (Fig. 5.29). Copper oxides are rare, suggesting that oxidation 

is due to an acid sulfate overprint and the collapse of the hydrothermal system, rather than 

oxidizing weathering processes. A review of drill logs and internal company reports 

suggests that manganese wad and iron oxides were initially present in the supergene zone 

at PBH and extended down for tens of meters along permeable footwall structures. In an 

electron microprobe study of electrum fineness, Simmons and Browne (1990) 

demonstrated that there was no compositional difference between electrum from the oxide 

and sulfide zones at K.erikil. 

5. 1 0 PBH gangue mineralogy 

This section details the gangue m1neralogy at PBH which is dominated by various 

silica polymorphs with smaller amounts of carbonate, adularia and clays (Fig. 5.9). The 

range of silica polymorphs indicate different depositional environments and physico-

chemical characteristics of the precursor fluid during different paragenetic stages. As 

quartz is the only phase deposited through the entire history of the vein, it records vein 

growth and evolution before, during, and after precious metal deposition (Dowling and 

Morrison, 1989). 

5 . 1 0 . 1  PBH sil ica polymorphs 

In this study, epithermal textural classification for silica polymorphs is based on the 

work of Dong et al. (1995). Bates and Jackson (1987) subdivide quartz into crystalJine, 

microcrystalline and cryptocrystalline based on individual grain size. Under this 

terminology, chalcedony fits into the cryptocrystalline classification. However, 

cryptocrystalline and microcrystalline quartz have not been subdivided in this study and 

chalcedony is described under microcrystalline quartz. 

Jasper at PBH occurs as veins and infilling brecciated wall rocks, where it exhibits 

finely banded, colloform textures (Fig. 5.30 A) . The jasper is typically crimson to deep red 

in color and very fine-grained. Microscopically, it occurs as extremely fine, intermeshed 

and mosaic patterned quartz crystals with hematite inclusions. Jasper is overprinted by late 
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Flguro 5.29 Kerikil supergene mineraUzatlon 

- - -
10 em 

A !itage 9\'eUlshave Ol>tdtz:ed to hemaote· and goetlute-fitled fractures Ul kaoluute altered coherent andesite. 285RL, Kenlal 

starter p1t Bench he1ght IS 2 5 m.  

8 Ch1d1Zed stage 2 and stage 3 vug fill ''em mth stage 3 amethyst mfill. 320 RL, Ganung Baruh 
C (hndiZed stage 5 mth black manganese wad aftermanganoan carbonate. 285 RL. Kenkll 2. F1eld oh,ew is lOcm. 

0 Hand sample With o�1d1�ed stage 6 but late stage 7 amethyst U1fill 1s preserved and can be seen on the cut surface. 285 
Rl •. Kenk'll 2 
E Oxidized stage 5 w1th black manganese wad aftermanganoan carbonate. 285 R.L, Kenku 2. 
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Figure 5.30 PBH jasper 

A Stage I ]lll.per \ e!n wah cro .. -cutung sulfide \'e!ns and 

,taB" 6 calme vemlet� Hulubdl (AWH 0002). 

B Photomicrograph !n cro>S·polanred light showing 1asper 
tnf'ill and ld ter cro55·cunmg •ulfide vemkt and off -settmg late 

calcae � etnltt Huluh;u ( \ WH 0002). Scale = J 800 11m. 

C Photomicrograph of the same new as 5 . 1  A (In reflected 

hght) >hO\VUig ���per mfill \Vtth fine-grained diSsenunarcd pyote 

and lne cros�-cunmg p�nre vcmlets. Huluba� (A \X'H 0002) 

Sc.ale = 1000 pm 

stage, fine-grainecl cubic pyrite crystals and pyrite veins and is cross-cut by calcite-filled 

fractures (Fig. 5.30 B and C). Jasper has not been observed at Kerikil. 

[\Iicrocrystalline quartz is white to grey or buff and brown and very fine-grained in 

hand specimen (Fig. 5.31 A). As vein infill, microcrystalline quartz may be massive or 

exhibit fine, rhythmically banded colloform and crustiform textures. Microscopically, the 

quartz occurs as very fme crystals with long axes perpendicular to one another, creating an 

unusual cross-hatched or grid pattern (Fig. 5.31 B, C and 0). Light and dark bands within 

the silica are a result of different crystal sizes; fine-grained crystals giving rise to darker 

bands and coarse crystals gi\·ing rise to paler bands (Fig. 5.31 A, B and C). Stage 2 inftll, 

which is composed completely of microcrystalline quartz, is hard and frequently cleaves 

with a conchoidal fracture, having the appearance of grey-brown flint. Clasts of 

microcrystalline quartz from \'ein stage 2 trpically occur entrapped in later massive 

microcrystalline quartz from stage 2 and by in fill stages 3, 5 and 6. Microcrystalline quartz 

also occurs in barren sections of the PBH structure beneath the main ore zone 

(approximately 25 RL). At these levels, the main structure consists of a thick (4 to 5 m), 

colloform crusriform vein of microcrystalline quartz with thin quartz stringer veins in the 

adjacent host rock. 

Crystalline quartz is present as massive to coarse, euhedral crystals in comb, 
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Figure 5.3'\ PBH microcrystalline quartz 

A MJcrOCl)'ltalbne quauz. \'eln shov.;ng pale and dark colored bands wluch reflect a change in the quartz crystal size. /\foss 

quart:< IS seen along the vem wall. .-\rea of photomicrograph in Fig 5.31 B is marked b)' the white box. Huluba1, (.-\WH 

0041 \) 
B Photorrucrograph In cross-polanz.ed lLght of rrucrocrystalboe quauz showtng cross-hatched gnd work texture. ,-\ crack 

acrO\S the fmer rrucrocr) stalbne quartz. rs  111filled by coarser rrucrocrystalbne quartz.. .-\rea ofphotomtcrograph 1n Frg. 5.31 C 1s 

marked br the "·lute box Hulubat (.-\ \\"H ()().l \.-\). Scale = 550 v.m. 
C Phororrucrograph In cross-polarized bght of rmcrocrystalline quartz showtng cross hatched gnd work texture and varying 

crptal \IZ.e of quartz. -\crack across the finer rrucrocrptalbne quartz. rs m6.1Ied by coarser rmnocrystalbne quartz.. Huluba1, 

(.-\WH 00-H\} Scale= 140 y.m. 
0 Phaorrucrograph In cross-polaozed hght of rrucrocrystai!Jne quartz sho-.vmg cross hatched god wack texture created by 

ailgnment of maJOr crystal axts perpendiCular to each other. Hulubat (.-\ WH 0008). Scale = 50 I'm. 

E Phororrucrograph In plane-polanzed hght of rrucrocrrstalbne quartz. showmg cross hatched gnd work texture and Yanable 

sv.cs of quatt� crptals. Hulubat (.-\ \�H 0004). Scale = 2000 11m. 

F Photonucrograph 1n cross-polaozed ILght of same tmage as Frg. 5,31E. Photo shows ITUcrocrystalllne quartz.sho\v,ng 

cross hatched god work texture and Yanable stzes of quartz crrstals. Huluba1 (.-\ \>:'H 0004). Scale = 2000 11m. 
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Figtre 5.32 PBH crystalline quartz 

A Photonucrograph U1 cross-polanzed hght of relaoonship of nucrocrystalline quartz to crystalline quartz. Growth rings in 
zoned quam c rystals are defined by fh.ud !ndustons in the late crystalline quartz. Box marks enlarged section in Fig. 5.32 B.  

Permata (-\ \\1' 0040.\). �ale = 550 }liD 
B Close up phototrucrograph U1 cross-polanzed light of relationship of growth zones tn quartz crystals defined by fluid 

tndustons tnlate ctystalltne quartz. Permata, (AWP 0040A) Scale = 40 I'm. 

C Photorrucrograph tn plane-polanzed hght showing relatlonslup of ghost rings tn microcrystalline quartz to stage 3 micro

cn-�alhne quart.l + sulfide + sulfosalts and stage 2 mJcrocrystalllne quartz. Box marks enlarged seaton tn Fig 5.32 D. Per

rnata ( ,\ WP 004 3). Seale = 1800 )trn. 
0 Photorrucrograph tn plane-polanzed hght shown1g relationship of ghost rings tn microcrystaUme quartz to stage 3 nucro

crptallme quartz + sulfide + sulfosalts and stage 2 microcrystalline quartz. Permata, (A\X·l' 0043}. Scale = 550 Jlm. 

cockade, crustiform and colloform textured bands. Crystals may be clear or milky white in 

color and either very fine-grained (< 1 mm) or up to several centimeters in length. 

Microscopically, the crystalline quartz exhibits well defined growth bands, ghost rings and 

fluid inclusions trails. Crystalline quartz is the most common gangue mineral by volume 

and is present in vein stages 4 to 6 (Fig. 5.32). The quartz typically occurs interstitial to 

sulfide bands within, and after, the main ore-bearing vein stages (Fig. 5.32 C). Locally, 

crystalline quartz occurs as lattice textures after the replacement of bladed calcite. 

Amethyst at PBH occurs as coarse-grained, euhedral crystals that are dark purple to 

pale lilac to clear. Amethyst exhibits cockade, crustiform, colloform and comb textures 

with '"Dgg}' open space along the centres of veins. Crystals may be up to 1 0  centimeters in 

length, but are commonly only several centimeters (Fig. 5.5 B). In the PBH Yein, ctystals 
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Figure 5.33 PBH amethyst 

A Crusoform banded 31Tlethyst and crystafune quanz vein dtspla}·mg zoned amethyst crystals w1h whue bases and purple 

tcnrunauons Late carbonate occurs along the \'em centre line. 145 RI.. Hulubai (A WH 0061 }. 
B i\hcrocrrstalhne quaru clasts enclosed by amethyst and quanz cry&als wtth cockade textures. ,\lso shown are late 

crusufrom ameth)'St and qHanz bands Wltb zoned amethyst crysta Is exhibtting wlute bases and purple terminations. DDH 

726, 153m, 12400 N, 30 RL, Hulutxu (A WH 0002). 

C Fme-graJ.ned Stage 2 mJ.crocrystalb.ne quanz followed by coarse-gratned Stage 4 sullide band and coarse-gauned radiaong 

Ct) Stalhne amethyst ccy-,tals 'mb feather textures. Plane-polarized light. Permata (A �'P 0054) Scale = 2000 fU!1. 
0 Coarsc-grru .. ned rad�aung crystalline amethyst crystals. Plane-polanzed b.ght. Perrnata (A'j.;'P 0081). Scale = 2000 t.>m. 

ate typically zoned with clear quartz bases and purple terminations (Fig. 5.33 A and B). 

I\licroscopicalJy, amethyst may exhibit growth zoning defmed by fluid inclusions, ghost 

rings and fluid inclusion trails. Amethyst constitutes stage 5 infill and typically occurs as :a 

late stage product, after the ore-beating vein stages 3 and 4. It is most abundant in vein 

splits and bifurcations at Permata, as a late stage infill along the North Permata vein, and 
in the Hulubai north hanging-waH split veins. 

5. 10.2 Adularia 

White to pale pink, massive adularia forms extremely fine-grained colloform bands 

in stage 3 veins. It also occurs as smalJ, well formed, rhombic crystals (up to 3 mm) in 

\'Ugg}' cavities and as fine-grained crystals in quartz aduJaria veins in the late basalt dyke at 

Permata (Fig 5.34). Cobalto-nitrate staining was used to detect the presence of aduJaria, 
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Figure 5.34 PBH adularia 

A Phoronucrograph in plane-polarized light of rhombohedral adularia crystal in undefUled quartz adu\ana vein Ul basaltic 

andesite dyke. Permata (A\XIP 0035). Scale = 550 j.U'll. 
B Photomicrograph in cross-polanzed light of rhombohedral adularia crystal in undefUled quartz adulana vein Ul basa\uc 

andesite dyke. Pennata (A \X!P 0035 ). Scale = 550 fUTI· 

since it is too fine-grained to be recognized in hand specimen. Using this technique, very 

fmely disseminated adularia was detected across the microcrystalline quartz of stage 2 inftll, 

but adularia was not recognized in stages 1 ,  4, S or 6. In stage 3, adularia can be associated 

with high grade gold and silver ore shoots. Tabular adularia may be replaced by clay during 

late stage, acid sulfate overprint or weathering. 

5.1 0.3 Carbonates 

Carbonates range from pale pink to white to clear and occur as prismatic, dog tooth 

crystals deposited in crustiform, cockade and comb textures (Fig. S.3S). The scope of this 

study did not allow a detailed examination of the differnt carbonate species, although 

whole rock analysis (section 5.13) indicates the pink carbonate contains a significant 

amount of manganese and is interpreted to be a manganoan-calcite (likely rhodochrosite). 

Calcite veins in the south of the Permata deposit and in deep sections of the PBH Yein are 

white in color and exhibit classic crustiform textures. Coarse, pink (manganoan-) calcite 

occurs in hang1ng-wall splay veins at Hulubai (Fig S.3S A) and also fills faults which cross-

cut earlier vein stages 1 to S. Microscopically, the calcite exhibits well defined growth 

bands delineated by fluid inclusion trails (Fig. S.3S C). At PBH, carbonate is always 

precipitated after the main ore-bearing stages and is only present in stage 6. 

5.9.4 Clays 

Unidentified clays in stage 3 occur as soft, white to pale bluish-green mineral� tn 
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Figure 5.35 PBH carbonate 

A Phororrucrogr�ph m p\�ne·pol�nz.ed light of m�ng�n�n c�lcrte ve •n showmg botno•d�\ tel\tures. 165 RL, Hu\uba1 (.-\WH 

01)>4) Scale = :WOO 1-1m. 

B PhotomJCrograph of the s�me v!ew �s F�g. 5.35.-\ m cross rucols 1\fang�noan calc1te vem showmg botnmdal textures. 165 

RL. Huluba1 (.>.\Xl-1 UO:H) Scale : 2000 !Lm 
C Phototrucrograph m plane-polan/ed light of euhedral crystals of calcrre {cal) in stage 6 ''eln. 165 RL, Pe�t� {.\ \'CP 
tKr\1) Scale = 2\100 p.m 
0 Photorrucrograph of the same ,.Jew as ng. 5.350 m cross rucols of euhedral calc1te {cal) crptals 1n stage 6vem. 165 RL, 

Permata (.\ \\1' 0070). Sc�le = 2000 j.lm 
E Phororrucrograph m cro<;s-pol�nzed light of calcne {cal) vem from late cohere or basalt(B.-\S) dyke . . -\ cl�sr of basalt en

closed m the \'CUl lS chlonte altered. 165 Rl., Permata {.-\ \\'P 0035.-\) Scale = 550 p.m. 
F Phototrucrograph of the s�me \'IC\\ as F1g. 5.35E m cross mcols of calcrte {cal) vem from l�te coherent b�$�lt (B.-\S) drke. 

-\ cla�t of basalt enc\o$ed m the YeUl lS chlonre altered. 165 RL, Permata (:\\X'P 0035.\) Scale = 550 p.m. 
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Figure 5.36 PBH clays 

A Photouucrograph of cavny filled ""'lth clays - most ltkely after tabular adulana. Tabular adularia lS an indicator of intense 

b01lmgm stage 3 mfill vem (Dong and Morrison, 1995). Permata (MM2). Scale = 550 11m. 

B Photonucrograph of radiaring clay m10erals after andesite clast to Stage 3 infill vein. Permata (MI\14}. Scale = 140 p.m. 

veins and acicular to tabular shaped voids. Clays are also present in bands interstitial to 

microcrystalline quartz (Fig. 5.36 A). These clays are assumed to be illite and smectite 

(based on SWJR analyses; section 7.5). Chlorite is generally present as clumps in vein stage 

5 and 6 (Fig. 5.36 B) 

5. l 0 Kerikil Gangue Mineralogy 

At Kerikil, the gangue mineraology is dominated by a wide variety of carbonate and 

silica polymorphs. As at PBH, high gold grades coincide with massive banded 

microcrystalline quartz. However, unlike PBH, bonanza gold grades at Kerikil are 

coincident with rhodochrosite. 

5. 1 0 . 1  Silica polymorphs 

Silica polymorphs are a characteristic feature of periods 1 and 3 but are less 

common in period 2. Microcrystalline quartz is the major infill in stages 1 and 2 of period 

1 and stages 5 and 6 of period 2. The quartz can be massive or can exhibit fme, cockade 

and crusciform textures. lt is typically buff�brown�grey, massive to thinly banded, very 

fine� grained, hard and cleaves with a conchoidal fracture, having the appearance of grey-

brown flint. J\.licrocrystalline quartz occurs in breccia stockworks immediately adjacent to 

colloform veins of stage 2 and in the footwall of the main breccia and vein stockwork (Fig. 

5.36). Clasts of microcrystalline quartz from vein stage 1 are typically enclosed by later 

infill stages. 

Crystalline quartz is present as infill in stages 3 and 4 of period 1 and stages 8 and 9 
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Figure 5.37 Kerikil silica polymorphs 

A Phocomtcrogtaph m plane hght of nucrocrystalhne quaru. Stage 2. Kcnkll 2 (.>, \YK 44&) �cale = 2000 11m 

B Photomicrograph w cross-polan:zed hght of rrucrocrystafune quanz. �tage 2. Kenlu.l 2 ( \ \liK +18a) xale = 2000 � 

C Photomiccognph m cross-polanzed hght of crystalline quanz sho\\"Ulg euhedral, ..coned '-luaru OY�tab wtth plumO'e 

te..xt\l.re ddJneated by !lwd mclus1ons. Grmvth zones are matked by Elwd mclus•on trnls. � .. ge 7. Kcnlol 2 -\\\},. J0318J 

Scale = 2000 \illl-
0 Photocruaog raph m ccoss-polarized light of trucrocr\"Stalhne quaru and crrsralhne qua ru �Ill '"-utg eu hcdta � quanz ct\' 

tals wnh crystals. The plumose texture lS dekneated by flwd mdustons. Stage 3, Kenlcl 2 ( \\\ 'K flO·H:') �ale : 2000 11m 

E PhotOill.laograph m aoss-polanzed hght of nua0Cl\"St31hne quanz and c�·Sialline yuaru shon-utg cuhedcal. qu.uu ct\ s 

tals \v1th Cl}'Stak .\ feathecr te.-.mrre ts delmeared by flwd Lndustons. The opaque phase coo��t� of IIldiCd<rte and p1 nrc \tag<= 

9, Kenk.il 2 (.-\\XI( 0483b). Scale = 2000 !'= 
F Phocomiccograph w cross-polan:ted l.tght of crystalline quart.t as a�hedtal. zoned Ct'l �tal, Z.on;.ng 1> m.u:l..cd h\ fluii 
!JlClusioo trails. Stage 8, Kenlol 2 (.>, \1(1( 0418). Scale = 2000 11m. 
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of period 3, with lesser amounts in stages 6 and 7 of period 2. Crystalline quartz exhibits a 

range of textures from cockade, crustiform and colloform banding to more massive 

varieties. It also occurs as vuggy infill with well formed, clear crystals. Quartz ranges from 

white to clear and from fine-grained and massive to coarsely crystalline. It may also exhibit 

moss and dogs-tooth textures. Crystalline quartz typically occurs interstitial to sulfide 

bands within vein stages 8 and 9 of period 3. In period 2, the quartz locally occurs as 

lattice textures possibly replacing earlier bladed calcite (Fig. 5.36 C, D, E and F). 

Amethyst is abundant in stage 3 of period 1 and stage 7 of period 2. In period 1, the 

amethyst typically occurs as clasts enclosed by later infill stages and exhibits a range of 

open style deposition textures such as  cockade, crustiform and colloform banding and 

vuggy infill with well formed prismatic crystals. In period 2, there are several alternating 

cycles of amethyst and rhodochrosite deposition; up to three cycles were noted in one 

sample. As at PBH, amethyst is always deposited after the main stages of ore deposition. 

5 . 1  0.2 Adularia 

Adularia is rare at Kerikil but does occur in stages 2 and 6, immediately before and 

within the ore-bearing vein stages. Adularia is white to cream and forms rhombohedral 

crystals in vuggy cavities and fine-crystals in vein material. Simmons and Browne (1990) 

also commented on the rarity of adularia in the Kerikil deposit. 

5. 10 .3 Carbonates 

Rhodochrosite at Kerikil is present in stages 5, 6 and 7 of period 2. It exhibits 

colloform and crustiform textures in association with sulfide bands in stage 5 and with 

microcrystalline quartz in stage 6. In stage 7, there are several alternating bands of 

amethyst and rhodochrosite. Microscopically, the rhodochrosite occurs as brown, turbid 

fans and spikey clusters of fine-grained, acicular and bladed crystals (Fig. 5.37). In the 

southern section of Kerikil 2, stage 5 rhodochrosite is directly associated with ore. 

Abundant rhodochrosite is also associated with breccia in fill of stages 6 and 7 in the 

northern portion of Kerikil 2. 

Ankerite is recognized as honey to dark brown crystals and occurs as massive in fill 

after amethyst in stage 7. It is most common in the southern portion of Kerikil 1. Ankerite 
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Figure 5.38 Kerikil carbOflates 

A PhotolTlJcrograph tn cross-polarized hght of bladed, aocular rhodochrosn� ne�dles with nucroa:ptalline quanz. Stage 5, 

K�nlal 2 (.\\'OK 0523). Scale "' 1000 !liD· 
8 PhotomJcrog.lllph m cross-polanzed llght of ac1cular rhodochrosn� n��dl�s. Stag� 6, Kenlol 2 (.-\ \XK 458a). Scale = 2000 
I'm 
C Photon'UC!ograph m plane hght of bladed, aacular rhodochrosite needks and latu ccxuse gmned amethyst. Stage 7, 

Kenlu!Z (.-\\XK 0318). Scale "' 1000 !liD-
O Photomx::tograph 1n cross-polanzed llghtof bladedquanz pseudomorphs aftucakn�. St2ge 7,KU11u1 2 (.-\\X'l< 0318). 

Seal� =  500 I'm 
E Photon'UC!ograph m plane-polanzed !Jght of nng and f:n shllped masses of rllodochrosne. Crptalhne quanz ts seen 

surrou1d.mg the nngs.Stage 7, KenL! 2 (.-\ \Xl( 0426). Scale "' I 000 I'm 
F l"hotocnx:.rograph m plane-polarized hght of fan shaped masses of rhodoch.roslle. Stag� 7, Kmkll 2 (.-\'-'"K 426). Scale "' 

500 !Lffi. 
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also locally occurs in several alternating bands with deep purple amethyst (as part of period 

2). 

5. 1 2  Discussion of PBH and Kerikil gangue mineralogy 

The following discussion addresses the occurrence of gangue minerals at PBH and 

Kerikil and implications for the physico-chemical environment of deposition. Previous studies 

have shown that temperature is the major control on the deposition of silica minerals, 

although pressure, salinity, pH, rate of deposition and the presence of complexing agents 

can also have an effect (Fournier, 1985a) .  Carbonate deposition is thought to be the result 

of either temperature increases (Corbett and Leach, 1998) or boiling (Simmons and 

Christenson, 1 994). Adularia also requires boiling conditions to precipitate (Browne and 

Ellis, 1970; Browne, 1978; Henley, 1 985, Hedenquist, 1990a). 

Jaspet: The presence of jasper at PBH but not at Kerikil suggests contrasting ph ysio

chemical conditions. Very few studies have documented hematitic jasper veins in low 

sulfidation epithermal deposits (e.g. Albinson, 1988). Fournier (1985a) categorizes jasper as 

massive bodies of silica that may have several different origins. Jasper can form from 

recrystallized hot spring deposits or from the mixing of rising hot water with shallow cold 

water. It can also be formed by rapid de compressional bojling, particularly where over

pressurized hydrothermal fluid expands into open, hydrostatically pressured cavities. At 

PBH, a recrystallized hot spring origin for jasper formation can be discounted, due to the 

form and geometric relationships of the jasper bodies to their host rocks 0.e., the jasper 

bodies are not stratabound or strataform and cross-cut volcanic layering as vein or fault 

infill). The other two mechanisms of jasper deposition (mixing and depressurization) are 

plausible however, and both are consistent with low sulfidation epithermal processes. 

Jasper occurs at shallow levels in the PBH deposit and thus could have formed from the 

mi..xing of warm geothermal fluids and cool, oxidized, meteoric waters. Vein and breccia 

textures are also consistent with a hydrostatically over-pressurized system which has been 

rapidly depressurized during the initial formation of dilational structures (e.g. narrow 

confined veins and lens shaped pods with brecciated wall rock, displaying slabby breccia 

clasts and jigsaw fit textures) . 

Microcrystalline quart'( Microcrystalline and cryptocrystalline quartz are common 
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features of many low sulfidation epithermal deposits. The quartz typically occurs in 

proximity to high grade ore but does not actually host significant ore metals (e.g. Cracow, 

Queensland, Dong et  al., 1995; and Golden Cross, New Zealand, Faure and Braithewaite, 

2002). Miners working the Au-rich low sulfidation epithermal Empire Vein at Golden 

Cross in New Zealand at the beginning of the 1 900's, described massive grey to brown 

microcrystalline quartz (called Jlinty'' quartz) which was used as a proximal indicator to 

high grade ore, even though the quartz itself did not carry precious metal (Fraser, 1 9 1 0).  At 

both PBH and Kerikil, microcrystalline quartz is spatially associated with areas of high 

grade ore although it also occurs in pre-ore in fill stages. 

The variety of textures and mineral associations related to microcrystalline quartz (as 

described in the previous sections) suggests a range of depositional conditions. Several 

researchers have suggested various origins for microcrystalline quartz from different 

geological environments. Dong et al (1995) interpreted saccharoidal quartz with a crude 

mesh texture to result from the replacement of earlier deposited calcite (although the grain 

size suggests that they may have been referring to the more typical bladed quartz 

pseudomorphs of bladed calcite). Grid-work textures in microcrystalline quartz are 

recognized in other geological settings, including; jasper bodies from Picher Field in the 

Pb-Zn Mississippi Valley Type district, U. S.A. (Me Knight and Fischer, 1970); silicified 

fluorite mineralized bodies in the southern Alps of Italy (!soli, 1 972); quartzitic 

groundmass of jasper rocks from the Pando area, Colorado U.S.A. (Lovering and Heyl, 

1980); silicified crust type (SC1) polymetallic mineral deposits from Italy, China, Brazil, 

U.S.A, Mexico, South Africa and Australia (Camana et aL, 2002); and highly alkaline cherts 

from Lake Magadi in Kenya (Schubel and Simmonsen, 1 990). In several of these cases, 

grid-work texture has been suggested to be related to high SiOz activity and/or a high rate 

of crystal nucleation (Hay, 1968; Camana et al., 2002). These textures are recognized in 

microcrystalline quartz at both PBH and Kerikil (in stages 2 and 1 ,  respectively). These 

conditions are consistent with the physico-chemical effects induced by boiling and/or high 

rates of fluid influx associated with an epithermal system. 

Another relevant theory for the origin of silica-rich fluids and grid-work texture in 

microcrystalline quartz is based on a study of SCT deposits by Camana et al. (2002). This 

study suggests that ilJitization of clay-rich basinal sediments during diagenesis and 
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convection of basinal fluids are responsible for the concentration of silica-rich solutions, 

which are then deposited as microcrystalline quartz-filled faults. Although the geological 

environment at PBH is different to the basinal setting described by Camana (2002), the 

same variables and processes may be applicable (i.e., significant clay production from illite 

alteration of wall rocks and reactive fluids to form silica rich solutions). In the deepest 

parts of the PBH vein, there is a transition from moderately illite + pyrite + adularia 

altered wall rocks to strongly, illite + pyrite + adularia altered wall rocks containing small 

microcrystalline quartz + pyrite stringer veins (Fig. 5.39). These stringer veins in turn occur 

adjacent to sections of thick banded, colloform microcrystalline quartz infill in the main 

PBH structure. 

Other microcrystalline quartz textures recognized in the early in fill stages of the Mt 

Muro deposits are colloform bands, moss textures and ghost rings (e.g., Fig. 5.10 C and 

D). Dong et al. (1995) suggest that these textures form from the re-crystallization ofless 

ordered quartz pseudomorphs that were deposited from a precursor silica gel Silica gels occur 

when the fluid is supersaturated with respect to silica (Fournier, 1985b ), possibly in clit:ect 

response to boiling conditions (Dong et al., 1995). 

Geothermal wells provide a modern analogue ofthe low sulfidation epithermal 

environment (White, 1955; Henley and Ellis, 1 983; Simmons and Browne, 2000). 

Processes and products occurring within geothermal wells are frequendy recognized in 

fossil geothermal systems represented by low sulfidation epithermal veins. For example, 

the crystal1ization of banded, colloform, cryptocrystalline and microcrystalline quartz on 

pipe walls in modern geothermal wells is direcdy analogous to the fine-grained, banded 

textures seen in epithermal veins (Fig. 5.40). In modern wells, continuous quartz 

deposition on pipe walls can eventually constrict the well aperture, presenting a significant 

problem to well production flow rates. Constriction of the wells is analogous to sealing of 

veins by early in fill stages 2 and 3 at PBH and stages 1, 2, 5 and 6 at Kerikil. Flow can only 

proceed after the development of a new conduit or opening of the seal by brecciation. 

(brecciation and re-sealing by microcrystalline quartz is recognized at both PBH and 

Kerikil) . 

Evidence from geothermal wells also suggests that microcrystalline quartz forms in 

areas ofhigh flow rates (e.g., colloform banded microcrystalline quartz forms where flow 

rates are kept at a maximum to provide the optimum kinetic energy for electricity 
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() Deep section through Permata vein structure below ore zone 
--,---
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•ntensely illite pynte alterC'd coherent <�ndos1to 
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Figure 5.39 Development of microcrystalline quartz vein in the deep sections of the PBH deposit 

A Deep dnll hole 'ecuoo dnlled (from the p!t floor at 145 RL), through the Pennata depos1t belowthe ore zone. TI1e 

enlarged '>ectlon '>hews the -vetn straography and de�·elopment of ITUCrocrysralltne quartz vetnS Pos10on of Ftgure 5.39 B, C, D 

and E I\ labeled 

B 1ntemelv lllrrt• + pynte altered coherent andestte \nth pyme blebs. Permata. (RD 2925, 94.1 m). 

C l\-i•crocn�talhne quartl �trtngerYetnS fom1ed tn Intensely 1ll1te + pynte altered coherent andestte. Permata. (RD 2925, 

81 25 m) 

0 BrecCia cla,t> <f tntensel} !ll.ne + p}nte altered coherent andesite clasts and colloform nucrocrystalhne quartoz clasts ce

mented b)· later n11crocrystalltne qua ttl 'W�th cockade te'Xtures. wlth pyme blebs. Permata. (RD 2925, 79.5 m). 

E Colloform dark nucrocn•stalhne quartoz bands and wture colored masstve rrucrocrystalhne quartz Pennata. (RD 2925, 78 5 

mj 
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Figure 5.40 Colloform textures from the Permata vein and from a geothermal production pipe 

A Banded collof onn texture of nucroco:ystalline quartz + sulf osalts + sulfide in htgh grade sample from Permata. (A'w'P 

OOWB) 

B Banded colloform texture tn secuon of outflow ptpe from the Hatchobaru Geothermal Power Station, Kyushu, Japan. 

Nore the rcstncaon of the condwt aperture due to deposition of stltca on the p1pe walls. If allowed to continue, this process 

would eventually lc�d to the self sealing of the ptpe. Scale 1s 10 em. 

generation) . Thus, the recognition and location of microcrystalline quartz infill in 

epithermal systems may point to upflow zones and areas of fluid flux. At PBH and Kerikil, 

the deposition of microcrystalline quartz at the vein wall in the initial s tages of the 

epithermal system may be a significant factor in vein preparation. Microcrystalline quartz 

precipitate may seal off the wall rocks against further reaction with ore fluids thus creating 

an efficient, non-reactive conduit for the transport of ore solutions to the site of boiling 

and ore deposition. The size of the ore body will depend on the duration of the 

hydrothermal system and the maintenance of an open fissure or aperture, which provides a 

continuous supply of ore fluid to the site of boiling. The dilational structures recognized at 

PBH are ideal for maintaining an open conduit and high flow rates for boiling and metal 

deposition. 

Ct:;'stal/ine quartz: A common feature of the PBH and Kerikil deposits is a distinct 

transition from fine-grained infill in early paragenetic stages to much more coarsely 

crystalline gangue + sulfide in later infill stages. Coarse crystalline quartz and sulfide infill 

stages being deposited after fine crystalline quartz and sulfide infill stages is a relationship 

which has been observed in other low sulfidation deposits (e.g., Stage D, Bulldog Vein, 

Creede, Plumlee and Whitehouse-Veaux, 1 995). Studies by Dong et al. (1995) suggest that 

the formation of coarse-grained comb and crustiform textures in quartz requires relatively 

slow changing conditions in an open space during crystal growth. This is because the 

textures form where the competition for space between quartz crystals causes them to 

grow in a direction of the maximum growth rate, which is perpendicular to the grO\vth 
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surface. Thus, the transition from microcrystalline to coarsely crystalline quartz deposition 

in the Mt Muro deposits may be attributed to a decrease in the rate of cooling and/ or a 

decrease in the overall flow rate. Flow rate decrease can occur as a result of vein dilation, 

since an increase the vein aperture would result in lower flow rates and a drop in pressure. 

Alternatively, flow rate and pressure decreases can be caused by the waning of the 

hydrothermal system. Both factors likely contributed to the change from microcrystalline 

to coarse crystalline vein stages in later infill stages at PBH and Kerikil. 

Rare lattice-textured quartz is recognized in the deeper portions of the PBH and 

Kerikil deposits (e.g., Fig. S.38D). These textures are interpreted as pseudomorphs after 

calcite and are a good indicator of boiling conditions (Simmons and Christenson, 1994) . 

Amet�st. Amethyst is a relatively common mineral that frequently occurs as a late 

stage product in the vein paragenesis of many low sulfidation epithermal vein deposits (e.g. 

Comstock, Nevada, Southwest U.S.A., Hudson, 2003; Santo Nino, FresniJlo, Mexico, 

Gemmell et al., 1988; Toodogone District, British Columbia, Canada, Pantaleyev, 1988; 

Cracow, North Queensland, Australia, Worsley and Golding, 1 990; Wirralie, Queensland, 

Australia, Fellows and Hammond, 1 988; Waihi, New Zealand, Faure and Braithewaite, 

2002). Amethyst derives its purple color from Fe 3+ and darker purple varieties contain 

greater Fe3+ than pale purple to clear amethyst (Dennen and Puckett, 1972). Substitution 

of Fe3+ into quartz and the formation of amethyst can occur under a variety of conditions 

(Dennen and Puckett, 1972) including; formation from a Fe-rich and/ or Al-poor solution; 

oxidizing conditions (with respect to ferrous-ferric iron species); moderate temperatures 

(i.e., the incorporation of the larger Fe 3+ ion for either Si 4+ or Al 3+ should increase at 

higher temperature; Sorokin, 1 968); low pressures (which permit an increase in cell size 

and thus the incorporation of the larger Fe 3+ ion); and/ or post-crystallization irradiation 

(probably not applicable in epithermal systems) . Zoned crystals that exhibit a change in 

color from a clear base to a purple termination likely form from a change from reducing to 

oxidizing conditions, a change in solution composition (from Fe-poor to rich ± Al-rich to 

poor) and/ or a rise in temperature and drop in pressure (Dennen and Puckett, 1972). 

The presence of amethyst in many low sulfidation deposits suggests a commonality 

of processes at the waning stages of Au-Ag low sulfidation mineralization. The fact that 

amethyst growth is promoted by a change from Al-rich to Al-poor conditions (as 
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suggested by Dennen and Puckett, 1972) is consistent with an epithermal tluid that has 

previously boiled and deposited Al (OH)- as either sericite/illite or adularia. This implies 

that amethyst is more likely to be precipitated after boiJing and by association after 

precious mineral deposition. 

At PBH, amethyst precipitates after the precious metal-rich stages 3 and 4 and at 

Kerikil, it precipitates after the ore stages (stages 2 and 5). The presence of amethyst as a 

late stage product retlects changes in the physico-chemical environment of quartz 

deposition, suggesting oxidizing, lower temperatme, lower pressure, Al-poor and Fe-rich, 

stable steady state, open space infill conditions. The development of coarse, comb textured 

amethyst crystals indicates slow rates of crystallization into open space (Dong et al., 1995). 

A review o f  the literatme suggests that coarse, euhedral amethyst is absent in 

modern geothermal wells. This absence rna y reflect the fact that geothermal production 

wells are never allowed to reach steady state conditions and are always in a state of high 

tlux or no tlux. High flux conditions are more conducive to precipitation of fine-grained 

microcrystalline and cryptocrystalline quartz species (Dong et al., 1995). Boiling is also 

suppressed in geothermal wells until they are opened and flashing occurs. This suggests 

that the solution prior to boiling is rich in AlOH- and therefore unlikely to deposit 

amethyst. 

Adulana: Adularia is the low temperature polymorph of K-feldspar and is an 

indicator of boiling in the epithermal environment (Browne and Ellis, 1970; Browne, 1978; 

Henley, 1985; Hedenquist, 1990a; Dong and Morrison, 1995). Browne (1978) suggests that 

adularia deposition is the result of the fluid becoming more alkaline due to boiling 

conditions. This is supported by the thermodynamic research of Reed and Spycher (1985) 

and Drummond and Ohmoto (1985) who showed that cooling, as a result of boiling, 

destabilizes Al(OH)- and causes the deposition of silicates such as adularia and sericite. 

At both PBH and Kerikil, the presence of adularia and its association with 

microcrystalline quartz provides further evidence for boiling in the early infill stages. 

Adularia crystal morphologies may also reflect different modes of deposition. For example, 

rhombic adularia crystals reflect rapid crystallization (as a result of boiling) whereas tabular 

adularia forms as a result of violent boiling (Dong and Morrison, 1995). Both crystal 

morphologies are recognized at PBH (e.g., Figs. 5.34 and 5.36A) although tabular adularia 
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appears to be restricted to stage 3- one of the main stages of ore deposition. The 

correlation of adularia with high grade ore at PBH is not unusual; a similar correlation was 

noted by Buchanan (1981) in a study of over 60 epithermal deposits in the South Western 

United States and Mexico. 

Carbonate. At PBH, carbonate is always late and forms in the last infill stage (stage 6) 

either cross-cutting earlier vein stages or as the final infill stage in crustiform veins and 

vugs. At Kerikil, calcite is observed in stage 4 (of period 1) and manganoan carbonates 

characterize period 2, and are associated with ore minerals in stage 5. Late stage 

overprinting carbonate veins and late carbonate cavity infill is a common feature of many 

low sulfidation epithermal deposits (e.g., Comstock, South West USA, Romberger, 1993; 

Tapia, Mexico, Loucks et al., 1988; Santo Nino, Fresnillo, Mexico, Gemmell et al., 1988; 

Golden Cross, New Zealand, Simmons et al., 2000; and Pongkor, Java, Indonesia, 

Warmada and Lehman, 2003). 

Due to its retrograde solubility, calcite forms from reheating fluids that are 

sufficiently saturated with respect to C02- (Simmons and Christenson, 1994 ). C02 -rich 

fluids can be produced through deep boiling of C02 -rich chloride waters which partitions 

C02 into steam, a process that was recognized at the Broadlands-Ohaaki geothermal field 

(Romberger, 1993; Hedenquist, 1990b; Simmons et al., 2000; Fig. 5.41 ). The condensation 

of this steam and absorption into cool meteoric waters at shallow levels produces a fluid 

saturated in C02- from which the calcite precipitates (Hedenquist, 1990b). The C02- -rich 

fluids have a fairly high density and Simmons et al. (2000) suggested that such fluids were 

kept out of the active upflow zone at the Empire Vein (New Zealand) due to buoyancy 

effects created by the upwelling fluids and thermal plume (Fig. 5.42). The C02- -rich fluids 

then migrated down into the Empire Vein after the upwelling of chloride waters stopped, 

depositing late stage carbonates (such as calcite and rhodochrosite) in vugs and cross

cutting veins. Late stage calcite at PBH and Kerikil was likely deposited under similar 

conditions, from a migration of bicarbonate fluids back into the system. 

Rhodochrosite is common in many low sulfidation epithermal deposits and is 

frequently associated with high base metal grades (e.g., Kelian, Kalimantan, Indonesia, 

Davies et al., 2000; Pongkor, Java, Indonesia, Milesi et al., 1993; San Batolome, Ecuador, 

Mulshaw et al., 1997; Cirotan, Java, Indonesia, Leroy and Hube, 2000). The occurrence of 
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rhodochrosite in period 2 at Kerikil requires the presence of a manganese rich fluid. 

Previous studies have shown that manganese is commonly transported in the near surface 

environment as manganese chloride, sulfate an�/or carbonate complexes (Crerar et al., 

1 980). The manganese at Kerikil may have resulted from an ascending manganese-rich 

fluid and/ or by liberation from manganese-bearing mafic mineral phases in the andesite 

and basaltic andesite host rocks during hydrothermal alteration. This study favors the latter 

explanation, since data from modern geothermal wells indicate that manganese is typically 

depleted in hydrothermal fluids (e.g. Broadlands, New Zealand, Henley, 1 984; Rotakawa, 

New Zealand, Reyes et al., 2002). The depletion of manganese in alteration phases is 

discussed in detail in Chapter 7. 

At PBH, manganoan calcite occurs at shallow levels in deposit while calcite is 

concentrated deeper in the system. This may be attributed to manganese production from 

intense alteration of host rocks within the steam heated zone at shallow levels. 

Rhodochrosite is known to be highly soluble under low pH conditions and has retrograde 

solubility in dilute solutions and prograde solubility in saline solutions (Gammons and 

Seward, 1 993). Since the solutions which formed the rhodochrosite at PBH and Kerikil 

were dilute (based on fluid inclusion evidence, chapter 8), it is likely that the precipitation 

of rhodochrosite was controlled by heating, boiling (pH change), and/or the exsolution of 

C02- in upflow regions of the hydrothermal system. 

Clcrys: Chlorite, illite and smectite clays are recognized within veins at both PBH 

and Kerikil and are distinct from clays produced by wallrock alteration (which are 

addressed in Chapter 7). The clays within the veins may represent the alteration or 

weathering of bands of adularia and wallrock fragments (5.36 A and B). 

5. 1 3  PBH and Kerikil infill stage geochemistry 

Whole rock analyses were determined for representative samples from each infill 

stage at PBH and Kerikil (with the exception of stage 4 Kerikil, due to insufficient sample 

material) . Methods used for major and trace element analysis are outlined in Chapter 3.9.2. 

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 give the ranges and statistical averages for major and trace element data 

for PBH and Keriki� respectively. The complete whole rock geochemical dataset is given 

in Appendix 2. Schematic representations of selected average elemental abundances are 
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shown in Figures 5.43 and 5.44 for PBH and Kerikil infill stages, respectively. 

5.13 . 1  PBH infill stage geochemistry 

At PBH, stages 1 through 5 have relatively high abundances of silica, while stage 6 

has relatively high amounts of manganese, calcium and carbon (Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.43). 

Stage 1 and 4 have elevated iron contents. 

Stages 3 and 4 are the prominent ore stages at PBH. Stage 3 has relatively high 

abundances of gold> silver> copper, zinc and lead with moderate amounts of sulfur, arsenic, 

antimony and mercury. Stage 4 has relatively moderate amounts of gold and silver 

compared with stage 3 with higher abundances of sulfur, copper, zinc, lead, cadmium and 

tellurium. Stage 4 has relatively lower arsenic, antimony and mercury abundances than 

stage 3. 

Trace to negligible amounts of sulfur, gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, cadmium, 

arsenic, antimony, mercury, thallium, selenium and tellurium are present in stages 1 ,  2, 5 

and 6. 

5.1 3.2 Kerikil infill stage geochemistry 

At Kerik.il, stages 1,  2, 3, -and 8 have relatively high siJica content, while stages 5, 6 

and 7 have relatively high abundances of manganese, calcium and carbon with lesser silica 

(Table 5.2 and Fig. 5.44). Stage 9 has a relatively moderate silica content compared to other 

vein stages. 

Stages 2, 5, 8 and 9 are the primary ore stages at Kerikll. Stage 2 contains high 

amounts of gold, silver, with moderate abundances of sulfur, copper> lead, zinc, arsenic 

and selenium. Stage 5 contains high gold, silver, copper, zinc, lead, and selenium with 

moderate abundances of sulfur, lead, arsenic and cadmium and a low abundance of 

tellurium. Stage 8 has high abundances of lead and zinc, moderate amounts of sulfur, 

copper and gold, low abundances of silver, arsenic, cadmium and mercury and trace 

amounts of thallium, selenium and tellurium. Stage 9 has relatively high iron, sulfur, arsenic 

antimony and thallium abundances, moderate abundances of gold, silver and mercury and 

low base metal contents. 
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Table 5.1 PBH infill stage chemistry 

Infill Stage Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Srage 4 Scage 5 Stage 6 
n = 6  n = 6  n = 1  n = 3  n = 3  n "' 2  

Max Min .:'Av�;i.;��j Max Min ·?.: M";;�-· ' Max Min r;.:����e··· Max Min CA.;;;;;;·· Max Min rA.;;;;R-;- Max Min fA.-;��·;. 
S�Oz(wc �·) 91.70 86.85 ��,,8�;� "} 98.29 89.87 �:::_94.6� .. 95.37 72.72 : �6.65 82.58 82.58 I 82.58 l 99.30 91.84 I 96.4

_
2 I 50.72 1.78 I 30.82 ' 

T10z(wt �·) 0.11 0.00 �Q;.o._qp } 0.14 0.�2 ;,:. 0.09 0.30 0.00 ! 0.10 , O.Q2 0.02 1 0.02 1 0.11 O.Ql [ 0.05 , 0.14 0.02 I O.O? 
AhOJ (wt Vo) 2.58 0.13 t·;:P.��,,�I 4.41 0.58 ·: _ 2.1-7 5.15 0.30 . 1.98 J 0.44 0.44 i 0.44 2.7� 0.46 . 1.30 1 1.98 0.60 1 1.2:, 
Fe20J (wt0%) 4.75 2.20 <��:\4�:�!;} 1.28 0.27 �\·:;; 9.13 3.96 0.56 ! 1.87 l 4.12 4.12 1 4.12 ; 1.8� O.Q7 ! 0.68 1.83 0.80 I 1.17 
MnO(wt ;•) 0.08 0.06 �?:0·9}.::.;;:;· 0.08 0.00 

,..
''f

,
0.02 • 0.38 0.02 . 0.10 J 0.04 0.04 1 0.04 i O.Ql 0.00 O.Ql 2.50 0.63 1 .67 

MgO (wt0 Vo) 0.57 O.Q7 . : ·Or,32l!} 0.49 O.Ql <.; .9: F .... ::· 3.61 0.02 1 0.83 � 0.17 0.17 0.17 l 0.11 0.01 O.Q7 • 0.82 0�65 \ 0.74 
CaO(wt Vo} 2.15 0.20 :lJ S-- 0.09 0.02 .0.04.,: · 0.17 0.03 ' 0.06 O.Q3 O.Q3 0.03 O.Ql 0.01 O.Ql , 50.89 2:,.38 t 34.75 

" ' . ''·· ., · ·  . . •.: I I • , I NazO (W: %) 0.10 0.00 
.:·�_p.os:;_�:: 0.11 0.00 . >�0- 9.3

.
: ',.: O.Q7 0.00 � 0.�1 ·; .. �. 0.00 0.00 l 0.00 ; 0.00 0.00 .1 0.00 · 0.05 0.00 l 0.02 

�0 (wt Vo) 0.84 0.03 p,44,.. 2.32 0.12 }:Q� ·' 1.59 0.04 . 0.:�1 ·' 0.02 0.02 i 0.02 1 1.07 0.12 0.46 1.37 0.17 i 0.62 
PzOs(wt%) 0.10 0.08 ·0:09··� O.Q3 O.Ql :9.,01 ·'': 0.06 0.00 , 0.02 : 0.01 O.Ql •1 0.01 l 0.01 0.01 f O.Ql 0.08 O.Ql ! O.Q3 
LOI (wt %) 3.31 2.94 3.13�·: 1.66 0.45 .·r .0,95_.,: 3.73 0.94 2.40 ;: 2.96 2.96 2.96 j 1.75 0.28 ! 0.78 38.55 19.36 j 26.12 
Total 99.77 99.14 99.45' • 100.19 99.45 

.
9.9.83' · 100.56 94.09 : 98.85 / 100.79 100.79 [ 100.79 ' 100.27 99.53 ! 99.78 99.26 96.17 97.32 

C(wt�o} 0.43 0.4� o.��>� 0.10 0.04 ,:. o:o,\}: 0.02 0.02 : · 0.02 . . : 0.00 0.00 ! - 1 0.00 0.00 1 ' 11.43 5.61 I ?-82 
H (wt Vo} 0.08 0.05 .om. 0.09 0.02 :::· .- �'.91 . ..-::. 0.23 O.Ql O.o7 • 0.02 0.02 ! 0.02 : 0.�6 0.0 

I 
0.�3 I 0.02 0.0: 0.02 

s (wt %) 2.47 1.48 •1.98. 1J2 0.11 ,. 0.52•. 3.91 0.77 2.13 4.16 4.16 • 4.16 I 1.52 0.0 � 0.54 0.42 0.0� , 0.22 
Au (ppm) 0.0 0.2 - 0.1 -:�· 0.0 0.3 ;Q.1·\: ; 333.0 4.7 135.7 25.3 25.3 l 25.3 . 0.1 0.0 l 0.1 ' 0.0 1.1 [ 0.4 
Ag (ppm) 6.0 3.0 , 4.5 ·. 24.7 3.3 .':lo;s:�. 8363.1 128.2 ;

. 
4227.0 '� 1292.4 1292.4 t 1292.4 I 3.7 1.0 [ 1.9 , 11.6 7.8 1 9.5 

Cu (ppm) 125.2 10.2 6}.7_' 1736.0 47.4 404.7.': 16275.4 271.6 . 6221.0 . ; 41391.0 41391.0 ! 41391.0 I 61.1 32.1 ! 50.1 105.7 7.0 ; 56.6 
Pb (ppm) 24.6 10.8 . · 17.'7'-' 959.0 9.7 •. 22.8.:1.' . 41386.0 322.1 12115.8 : 28733.0 28733.0 I 28733.0 : 52.3 0.0 j 17.5 : 291.8 4.5 � 112.3 
Zn (ppm) 64.3 14.6 39A 843.0 5.7 ·260:5. , 118523.8 628.9 ; 36520.3. 47710.5 47710.5 

'
47710.5 95.6 6.0 1 35.9 213.8 5.8 1 110.4 

Cd (ppm) 0.1 0.1 0.1 4.3 0.1 . �.1:.� ''\ 181.3 2.7 i 71.4 i 157.7 157.7 [ 157.7 0.6 0.0 I 0.2 1 1.4 0.0 \ 0.7 
As (ppm) 24.1 22.2 23.2 36.6 7.9 · �jc ·9· : 134.6 26.1 , 91.4 29.7 29.7 ! 29.7 34.8 8.0 I 17.7 3.5 1.5 : 2.8 
Sb (ppm) 2.4 1.2 1.8 9.7 3.8 ,6;�·· ·. 482.5 29.1 255.6 · 179.9 179.9 1 179.9 1 8.3 4.0 1 8.8 1.6 0.1 i 0.9 
Tl (ppm) 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.2 · 34.4 0.4 . 13.0 

. 
,: 0.6 0.6 I 0.6 0.0 0.0 [ 0.0 0.0 0.0 : 0.0 

Hg (ppm) 0.2 0.0 0.1 1.3 0.1 0.7 4.6 0.0 · 1.0 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 
Se (ppm) 

Te (ppm) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 

dash :::: below dcrccuon; blank space = nor analy:tcd for 

0.0 0.2 ' 3.8 0.1 1.3 
/\ 

6.0 6.0 6.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

n 
:r � m ;o 
01 

� 
z m ;o e: � 0 
z 
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Table 5.2 Geochemistry of Kerikil vein stages. 

Penod 
Intill Stage 

SiOz(wt %) 
TiOz(wt%) 
AhO�(wt %) 
FezO� (wt %) 
MnO(wt%) 
MgO(wt %) 
CaO (wt %) 
NazO (wt%) 
Kz O (wt%) 
PzO; (wt %) 
LOI(wt%) 
Total 
C(wt%) 
H (wt %) 
s (wt %) 
Au (ppm) 
Ag (ppm) 
Cu (ppm) 
Pb (ppm) 
Zn (ppm) 
Cd (ppm) 
As (ppm) 
Sb (ppm) 
Hg (ppm) 
Tl (ppm) 
Se (ppm) 
Te(ppm) 

Penod 1 
Stage 1 
N = 2  

Stage 2 
n = S  

Stage 3 
n = 1 

1\un Max Avda·�;: ' Mm Max .A�Ct:i�� Mlrl 
87.8..t 
0.06 
1.16 

96.43/ .92 . .14-
0.17 :/'·g)? 
3.55 -, . ·,·. 2.36 

85.16 
0.00 
0.49 

96.36: 92.03 93.13 
o.14<� ob4' 0.11 
5.so:_. · .  2.30 2.47 

0.79 3.52'. : .?.16 0.41 2.84/�� f1o o.8o 
0.00 0.04 . ·: 0.02 0.02 0.25 ��· om om 
0.08 0.13 0.11 0,03 0. 73. . . 0:2� 0.45 
0.06 0.06 . O.Q6 O.o3 0.06 0.04 0,03 
0.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 0.12 ;· 0.02 0.00 
0.27 1.03 .0.65 0.08 2.04 ' 0.69 1.51 
0.01 0.03. 0.02 0.00 0.01 o:oo O.ot 
1.06 2.62 1.84 

98.98 99.99 99.49 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.05 0.07 0.06 
0.65 2.89 1:77· 
0.2 0.6 . 0.4 

20.9 24.4 22.7 
53.5 80.6 ·. 67.1 
31.1 47.5 39.3 
20.7 88.8 54.7 
0.1 0.2 0.2 

52.8 60.4 56.6 

1.05 3.48 1.84 
99.18 100.02 . 99.59 
0.02 0.03 . 0.02 
0.03 0.16 0,07 
0.30 2.58 1:49 
0.7 892.0 25_8.7 
4.5 9429.7 2899.9 

73.2 3478.4 ' nM 
164.3 1296.7 . 488.5 
894.2 2023.8 ;1273.7 

1.7 3.8 2.9 
11.4 225.5 107.8 

0.77 
99.38 
0.03 
0.06 
0.42 
0.3 
1.0 

12.1 
4.4 

28.6 
0.1 

32.0 
5.2 9.8 7.5 6.5 32.1 14:4 14.6 

0.04 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.86 0.29 0.00 
0.2 0.9 0.5 0.2 0.9 OA 0.5 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 160.0 44.6 0.0 
0.6 1.8 1.2 0.0 0.8 0.3 0.0 

dash :::: below detecuon; blank space = not analyzed for 

Penod 2 
Stage 5 
n = 4  

Stage 6 
n = 4  

Stage 7 
n = 3  

Peood 3 
Stage 8 
n = 4  

Stage 9 
n = 3  

Max Ave��e": Mm Max Avcra�Zc 'Mln Max �vcm!Ze\1!n Max rA.;era�c-Mm Max �\ vcxa!Zc-?-.iln Ma>: k\ \'CI:l!:!C 
93.13 93.13 
o.tti o.n ' • '! 2.47 2.47· 
0.80' .. . . .  0.80 
O.Q7 •(-. .o.o7 oAs ,- ;.; ·o.4s . , ... om��:i ·.p.o3 
o.oo - _  .PW 1.51 '.;: . \�! 
O.Ql .,.::.:;. Q.Ol 
o.n - 'o .. -h .,. . 

99.38· . .  99.38 
0.03 -( �0:03 
0.06 '" . l: 0:06' 
0.42" . ; .. 0.42 
o.3;:. · ·  o:� 
1.0 · ; .. • :1:9 

1 2 .t :d( - 12.1 4.4-� · -�:4 
28.6 . . .  �8.6 
0.1 .-. 1· 0.1. 

• ' 

32.01':" '32.0 
14.6. :, . 1'4.6 

• 1 .• · I· 0.00, , .-0.00 
o.s. ;. .: ·o.s 
o.o -·o:o 
0.0 0.0 

71.48 
-0.02 
0.44 
1.27 
0.06 
0.06 
0.04 
0.00 
O.o7 
0.00 
3.27 

82.48� 77.55 56.78 72.57f 64.83 58.74 

97.48 
0.18 
0.02 

0.021 
LW 
4.26i 

11.23: 
0.36i 
0.71! 
o.2a 
0.5T 
0.01! 
8.38! 

99.67/ 
2.27i. 
0.05: 

O.Ot 
1.25 
2.51 
5.59 
0.24 
0.35' 
0.05 
0.37· 
0.01 
5.S8 

98.82 
1.5p 
0.04: 

0.48 4.611' 2.66 
6.0 174 5.0, ?28.?. 

99.6 22334.8f- 10Z53.4 
35.4 16167.1:". 6299.7 

627.8 1 5<� 90.0i'' ; 7 681.4' 
1699.5 75809.7: 2'sO'o3.2" 

2.3 161.2:": ,}4.0 
13.3 334.5·.-·· 2Q7.3' 
4.6 185.1: -�"--��:� 

0.00 0.0{ �- . O.QJ, 
0.1 o.6! ·' .. : ··�o.3: 

96.o 4ts.or-'�!_22i.o 
0.0 3.6t .: '-;;-�t.9 

0.08 
2.43 
1.19 
4.16 
0.66 
0.72 
0.00 
0.96 
0.02 
6.85 

0.44) 0.18 O.ot 
7.86! 4.18 0.53 
4.52! 2.58 1.65 

98.81 
0.92 

15.22! 
1.91! 
6.13; 
0.20! 

I 2.04) 
o.15j 

14.23[ 
100.22l 

3.88] 

11.14' 
0.99. 
2.73 
0.06, 
1.49. 
0.06 

10.91: 
99.32 
2.77 

0.05 0.13! 0.08 
0.44 3.71! 1.63' 
0.6 164.� 43.0 
1.0 69.7: 35.9 

24.9 143.91 82.8 
77.0 878.7'. 323.6 

113.9 1486.6) 624.7 
0.3 2.61 1.4. 

11.4 32.0j 20.2 
3.4 5.2i 4.0 

; I 0.03 0.07, 0.04 
0.2 0.9!' o.s: 
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Trace to negligible amounts of sulfur, gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, cadmium, 

arsenic, antimony, mercury, tha!Jium, selenium and tellurium occur in stages 1,  3, and 7. 

5.1 3.3 PBH and Kerikil infill stage geochemical interpretation 

Geochemical data for PBH and Kerikil infill stages suggests that there are three 

main types of samples that have distinct geochemical signatures. These classes of samples 

correspond to hand specimen obsenrations and include; a silica-dominant type, Mn + Ca 

+ C -bearing sarnptes, and Fe + S dominant samples. The first two infill types are 

recognized at both PBH and Kerikil, and the last occurs only as a late stage at Kerikil. 

Geochemical data (Tables 5.1 and 5.2, Figs. 5.43 and 5.44) has also shown that ore-related 

elements are confined to discrete infill stages in the vein paragenesis. Precious and base 

metals are associated with high silica abundances in stages 4 and 5 at PBH and stages 2 and 

5 at Kerikil. Stage S at Kerkil also contains high manganese, calcium and carbon. The 

geochemical dataset has also highlighted distinct trace element characteristics between the 

PBH and Kerikil deposits and between different in fill stages. 

High silica contents in stages 1 through 5 at PBH reflect the abundance of quartz 

gangue, while higher manganese, calcium and carbon in stage 6 reflect the presence of 

manganoan-calcite in the final infill stage. High iron contents in stage 1 are attributed to 

the jasper infill. Elevated precious metals with moderate base and toxic (e.g., Hg, As, Sb) 

metals in stage 3 at PBH correlate directly with the presence of sulfides observed in hand 

specimen and microscopically (e.g., electrum, chalcopyrite, galena, sphalerite, jalpaite and 

silver sulfosalts) . Higher base metal and moderate precious metal contents in stage 4 are 

consistent with a greater abundance of chalcopyrite, galena and sphalerite. Moderate 

amounts of aluminum in stages 2 and 3 at PBH can be attributed to the presence of minor 

adularia and clays. 

At Kerikil, high silica contents in stages 1,  2, 3 and 8 are consistent with the 

abundance of quartz gangue. In stages 5, 6, and 7, comparatively lower levels of silica and 

high levels of manganese, calcium and carbon are consistent with the presence of 

rhodochrosite-bearing infill Elevated precious metals and moderate base and toxic metal 

abundances in stage 2 and 5 at Kerikil correlate with the presence of ore minerals observed 

both in hand specimen and microscopically (e.g., electrum, chalcopyrite, galena, sphalerite, 
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CHAPTER 5 MINERALIZATION 

j:tlp:1iw :md silver sulfos:·d[s). In s tage 8, relatively higher base metals and lower precious 

mc:r:1l comc:m:; rctlc:ct rhe greater abundance of chalcopyrite, galena and sphalerite. Stage 9 

h:ts only modr.:rate silica and significant iron and sulfur, which is consistent with its massive 

pyrite (+ marcasite) composidon. This stage.: also has high thallium, mercury and arsenic 

com�.:ms and is unlik�.: any othc.:r infill s tagc at eithc.:r Pl3H or Kerikil. 

The geochemical dataset highlights sc.:veral important differences between the two 

dc:posits, sp�.:cific:tl ly the presence.: o f  dcvatc.:d thallium (wi th associated mercury and 

ars�.:nic) and significant sdc.:nium at Kcrikil but not at Pl3H. These differences reflect 

specific physico-chemical characteristics and depositional conditions in the Kerikil system. 

For �.:xampl�.:, high thalhum, mc:rcury, anttmony and arsemc contents in marcasite can be 

associated with deposition from cool ( 1 60°C), low pH fluids (Ewers and Keays, 1 977; 

Sobotr ct al., 1 987). Such fluids occur m the surf ace waters of modern geothermal systems 

at Broadbnds-Ohaaki (in geothermal pools and geothermal water samples at less than 200 

m depth; Ewers and K�:ays, 1 977). Thus, the geochernical signature of stage 9 infill at 

Kerikil, in association with kaolinite alteration, suggests cool and acidic fluid conditions 

(Henley and EIJ1s, 1 983; Reyes, 1 990). Tlus tmpltes that there may have been a migration of 

cool actd sulfate smface waters down mto the deposit dunng the last  phase o f  

hydrothermal actwity a t  Kenk1l. 

The elevated seleruum stgnature of the Kenkil deposit suggests an oxidized 

ennronment of rruneral depostuon (Simon et al . ,  1 997). Such an environment also favors 

gold depostrion (1-!annmgton and Scott, ! 989) and a positlve correlation between gold, 

sih·er and selenium has been recogmzcd ar rhe Pongkor lo\v sulfidation epithermal deposit 

in Indonesta (\\-'armada and Lehman, 2003). Sumlarly, Reye� et aL (2002) demonstrated 

that copper, siker, rellunum, zmc, lead and gold were deposited by boiling tn geothermal 

pipes ar the Rotakawa geothermal field , whereas mercury, boron, arsemc, antimony and 

sclentum arc deposttcd at a d tsrance from rhe wellhead, due to cooling and mixing. The 

occurrence of ele\·arcd gold nJues 111 �rage 8 tnfill at I<.enktl tn associanon \Vith low silver 

concentrations ma\' reflect gold depostrion b\ actdtficauon. Spycher and Reed (1 995) 

calculated that a ryptcal Broadlands gl'othr.:rmal water will dcpostt h1gher fineness gold on 

tnL'Xing wi th acid warers. 
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CHAPTER 5 MINERALIZATION 

5. 1 4  Mineral Chemistry 

Selected ore minerals from PBH and Kerikil were analyzed by electron microprobe 

using the Cameca SX 50 instrument at the Central Science Laboratory, University of 

Tasmania. The purpose of this study was primarily to determine mineral residencies of 

silver and electrum fineness. Secondary objectives were to determine the iron, manganese 

and cadmium contents in sphalerite and measure the seleni urn levels in silver sulfides. 

5. 1 4. 1  Silver residency and selenium substitution 

Preliminary electron microprobe investigations have shown that there is a large 

diversity of silver sulfides, tellurides and sulfosalts at both PBH and Kerikil. These mineral 

phases contain various combinations of silver, copper, iron, zinc, antimony, arsenic, 

selenium, tellurium and sulfur. Important silver�bearing minerals at PBH and Kerikil are 

native silver, electrum (Au,Ag), freibergite ( silver�rich tetrahedrite (Ag,Cu,Fe) 12(S b,As )4S13), 

jalpaite (Ag,CuSz), and mckinstryite (Ag,Cu)zS. In contrast, silver was found to be below 

detection in galena from both PBH and Kerikil. 

At Kerikil, silver�copper sulfides and sulfosalts contain appreciable selenium with 

values up to 5 wt%. A roughly linear correlation between both selenium and sulfur and 

copper and silver suggests that selenium is substituting for sulfur and copper is substituting 

for silver (Figs. 5.45 A and B). These substitutions appear to be coupled, as indicated by 

the plot in Fig. 5.45 C. In contrast, selenium is below detection in all sulfides and sulf osalts 

analyzed from PBH. These data are consistent with whole rock geochemical analyses 

which showed elevated levels of selenium in the Kerikil ore stages (stages 2 and 5) but no 

selenium in the ore stages at PBH (stages 3 and 4). 

Simon et al. (1997) suggest that selenium substitution in sulfide minerals has 

important implications for fluid composition and oxidation state. They showed that 

selenium substitution is far more common in oxidizing environments and that a selenium

rich source fluid alone cannot account for the precipitation of selenide minerals. A highly 

oxidizing environment is essential for selenium deposition (Simon et al., 1 997). The fact 

that selenium substitution does not occur in any stage of PBH but is common at Kerikil 

suggests significantly different depositional conditions in the two deposits. 
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CHAPTER 5 MINERALIZATION 

5 . 1 4.2 Electrum fineness 
Electrum fineness (Au/ (Au + Ag) x 1000) was measured in ore samples from both 

PBH and Kerikil to determine if electrum is an important residency of silver in the two 

deposits. All measurements were recorded in weight percent and are listed in Appendix 

4.1. Results are summarized in Fig. 5.46. At PBH, electrum ranges from 219 to 7 61 fine, 

with an average of 481 fine. Relatively higher values were recorded from the Kerikil 

samples with values ranging from 480 to 764 fine, with an average of 687 fine. PBH 

electrum also contained trace amounts ofHg and Cu (generally less than 5 wt%). 

Variations in the gold content of single electrum grains were recorded with values ranging 

from 600 fine to 800 fine between rim and core. This is recognized optically as lighter and 

darker shades of yellow (Fig. 5.23 F). This variation is also associated with a change in 

trace metal content with elevated Hg contents in the gold rich cores. 

Previous studies have suggest that electrum fineness can be indicative of 

depositional mechanisms in epithermal systems. For example, Spycher and Reed (1995) 

calculated that a typical Broadlands geothermal water will deposit silver-rich electrum 

(average fineness of 300) from boiling, but that gold-rich electrum (average fineness of 

700) forms by mixing with acid waters. They also showed that the composition of electrum 

may vary with time. At PBH, the lower electrum fineness, in combination with other 

mineralogical and textural evidence, supports boiling as the primary mechanism for gold 

deposition. In contrast, the higher fineness electrum at Kerikil suggests that mixing may 

have been an important factor in gold precipitation in this deposit. 

A comparison of electrum fineness at the Mt Muro deposits with other low 

sulfidation epithermal systems is included in Fig. 5.45. In general, the lower electrum 

fineness values at PBH correlate well with the silver-rich low sulfidation epithermal 

deposits of Mexico, while the higher values at Kerikil correlate well with carbonate base 

metal-rich low sulfidation epithermal deposits in the Southwest Pacific. 

5.1 4.3 Sphalerite Fe and Mn content 

The trace element composition of sphalerite from PBH were measured in unzoned 

grains from several different veins. The aim was to identify any variation of trace element 
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contents across fine sulfide and sulfosalt bands of the crustiform colloform veins. Trace 

element abundances in sphalerite (such as iron, manganese, cadmium) can be used an 

indicator of the physico-chemical environment of deposition (specifically temperature, 

pressure and composition of the ore fluid; Sims and Barton, 1961) .  As sphalerite occurs 

across the fine sulfosalt bands of stage 3 and 4 at PBH it may highlight changes in the 

mineral deposition history of the infill stage (Fig 5.4 7). 

The majority of sphalerite at PBH contains very low iron concentrations (e.g., 0.3 to 

1 .3 wt %, Fe) and trace amounts of manganese and cadmium (e.g., 0.1 to 0.33 wt %, Mn 

and 0. 1 5  to 0.2 wt %, Cd ) . Sphalerite grains in individual bands of a crustiform banded 

vein were found to contain broadly similar Mn/Zn ratios from vein wall to vein centre. 

Locally however, the Mn/Zn ratio of sphalerite grains increases towards the centre of the 

veins (Fig 5.4 7). 

Iron-poor sphalerites generally result from ore fluids with a low temperature and 

high sulfur fugacity, while higher manganese contents are consistent with higher 

concentrations of manganese in the source fluid or host rocks and independent of 

temperature and sulfur fugacity (Sims and Barton, 1961; Katsuhiro et al., 1987). The 

increase in Mn relative to Zn in sphalerite analyzed in younger sulfide bands and younger 

inft11 stage, therefore reflects an increase in manganese (which has been scavenged from 

the host andesites) in the ore fluid in the later stages of infill stage 3 and also in infill stage 

4 sulfide deposition. 

5. 1 5  PBH structural and hydrothermal evolution 

The development of the structures that host the PBH and Kerikil deposits were 

addressed in Chapter 4. Movement on basement northwest structures lead to high angle 

dilational north-south and north-northwest to south-southeast trending structures being 

opened in classic Reidel style mechanics (Fig 4.22 and 4.23). Dilational north-south and 

north-northwest trending structures provided openings for the influx of hydrothermal 

fluids. The hydrothermal fluids then underwent rapid depressurization and boiling. 

Continued gradual opening of the north-south and north-northwest sulking structures has 

lead to the rhythmic deposition of narrow banded colloform veins (Fig. 5.5 and 5.48). 

Each infill stage represent a different env1ronment of deposition in the evolution of the 

hydrothermal system. Therefore, structure and dilational history are intricately linked to 

the evolution of the hydrothermal system. 
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CHAPTER 5 MINERALIZATION 

PBH highlights the relationship between structural dilation and paragenesis. At 

PBH, stage 1, jasper veins mark the start of the hydrothermal system and are the result of 

the initial introduction of the hydrothermal fluid to oxidized ground waters at the 

extremities of the vein (Fig. 5.48 A). The oldest south-southeast trending jasper veins have 

intensely brecciated and altered wall rocks indicating rapid depressurization and exposure 

of hot hydrothermal fluids to juvenile ground waters. A progressive evolution of 

successive vein stages in a north northwest orientation are then recorded from stage 2 

tbrough to stage 6 (Fig. 5.48). Stage 2, microcrystalline quartz is the first stage deposited in 

the north-northwest trending dilation structures and is observed at vein wall margins in 

close proximity to high grade ore and interpreted up flow zones (Fig. 5.48 B). Stage 3, 

microcrystalline quartz + sulfide + sulfosalt and stage 4, sulfide + quartz, sulfide are the 

ore forming stages and are deposited in the tensional fracture direction (Fig. 5.48 C and 

D) . Stage 3 has fine microcrystalline quartz gangue and is sulfosalt rich while the later stage 

4 is sulfide-rich with coarse crystalline quartz textures. Stage 5, amethyst, has coarse 

crystalline crustiform textures and suggests an open environment and slow rate of 

deposition (Fig. 5.48 E). Stage 6, carbonate infill postdates the ore-forming event (Fig. 5.48 

F). In the last stage of structural development continued movement on northwest trending 

structures has led to the formation of late northeast striking faults which off set the main 

ore veins and are typically fi.lled with manganoan calcite (Fig. 5.48 F). Calcite represents a 

change in the physio-chemical and depositional environment of the vein. 

Structural evolution at Kerikil involves the same structural elements as at PBH 

but relationships of structural evolution to paragenesis are complex. A structural and 

hydrothermal evolution for Kerikil, could therefore not be given as simply as the one 

presented for PBH. 

5. 1 6  Summary of PBH and Kerikil mineralization 

A comparison of infill stage characteristics for PBH and Kerikil highlights some 

important features of the two deposits (Table 5.49 and 5.50). At PBH, six infill stages are 

recognized and include early jasper to microcrystalline quartz, to microcrystalline quartz + 

sulfide + sulfosalt to coarse crystalline quartz + sulfide to amethyst and late carbonate. 

Veins at PBH exhibit thin, colloform, crustiform and cockade, banded, fine-grained 

microcrystalline textures early in the paragenesis but thick, crustiform and cockade, coarse-

grained crystalline textures in the late infill stages (Fig. 5.49). Both the composition and 

texture of the infill stages can be linked to the dilational history of the vein over time. 

Stage 1 japser likely represents the influx of hydrothermal fluid into oxidized ground water 
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CHAPTER 5 MINERALIZATION 

associated with the basinal sediments and volcanics at PBH. Stage 1 and the other pre-ore 

infill stages were deposited rapidly in structures that frequently sealed and reopened. Ore 

stages 3 and 4 are very fine-grained. l\ficrocrystalline quartz is spatially associated with 

areas of high grade ore and may be an indicator of rapid depressurization and boiling 

conditions; both of which are conducive to precious metal deposition. Immediately after 

ore deposition, the precipitation of coarsely crystalline amethyst marks the final stages of 

the hydrothermal system. Calcite is present as a late cross-cutting vein stage and as cavity 

infill. It is not associated with ore in the upper parts of PBH. 

In general, the gangue mineralogy at PBH is dominated by silica; carbonate is only 

deposited during the last infill stage. Ore mineralogy is dominated by pyrite, sphalerite, 

galena, silver sulfosalts and argentinian electrum. Jalpaite, freibergite and acanthite are all . 

important residencies of silver. Gold-silver tellurides are recognized as inclusions in stage 4 

pyrite. The trace element compositions of sphalerite are locally variable and change from 

early cadmium-rich varieties to late manganese-rich varieties. The mineralogy and 

composition of the PBH deposit is classic of a Ag-Au low sulfidation epithermal vein 

system, as described in the model by Buchanan (1981). Other examples of this type of 

deposit type occur in southwest USA and Mexico (e.g., Gemmell at  al., 1988). 

At Kerikil, nine vein and breccia stages are recognized within three distinct 

paragenetic periods of the hydrothermal system (Fig. 5.50). The first period at Kerikil is 

characterized by large amounts of silica infill. It is similar to the entire sequence of mineral 

deposition at PBH, with early microcrystalline quartz veins, microcrystalline quartz + 

sulfide + sulfosalt ore, post-ore amethyst and late calcite. However, period 1 at Kerikil 

lacks both jasper and a coarsely crystalline quartz + sulfide stage that are recognized at 

PBH. The lack of jasper at Kerikil is attributed to relatively impermeable lithological units 

and therefore a lack of source of oxidized fluids. Coarse quartz + sulfides do occur at 

Kerikil, but only in later depositional periods (due to sealing of the hydrothermal system). 

The second period at Kerikil consists of three infill stages and represents a distinct change 

in composition and style of mineralization. The period characterized by large amounts of 

rhodochrosite and includes an important ore stage, often associated with bonanza grades. 

The sequence of mineral deposition in period 2 includes rhodochrosite + sulfide + 

sulfosalt to rhodochrosite + microcrystalline quartz infill to postore amethyst and 

rhodochrosite. The final stage was deposited in an open environment and cycles between 
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Figure 5.49 Summary of P8fi In fill stage characteristics and lmpllca· 
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Figure 5,50 Summary of Kerikit in fill stage characteristics and implications for environment of deposition and pnmary fluid characteristics. 
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rhodochrosite and amethyst. The third period at Kerikil reverts to vein-style mineralization 

and includes only one stage of base metal sulfide veins, which cross-cut all earlier infill 

stages. 

Gangue mineralogy at Kerikil is dominated by quartz and carbonates (either 

manganoan or iron carbonates and most commonly rhodochrosite). This is in contrast to 

PBH, where manganoan carbonates are rare. At Kerikil, high ore grades are typically 

associated with rhodochrosite and sulfide assemblages of stage 5. The ore mineralogy is 

dominated by pyrite and chalcopyrite with lesser sphalerite, galena, silver sulfosalts and 

electrum. Electrum is of the auriferous variety and typically occurs as inclusions in pyrite 

and associated with chalcopyrite. Selenian-rich jalpaite, acanthite, and native silver are 

important hosts for silver. The substitution of sulfur by selenium is an important feature of 

the Kerikil deposit and distinguishes it from PBH, where selenium is rare. The occurrence 

of selenian jalpaite suggests an oxidizing environment of mineral deposition. 

Kerikil is an example of a carbonate Au-Ag low sulfidation epithermal breccia and 

stockwork system. Bicarbonate fluids were able to migrate back into the upflow area after 

sealing of the fluid conduit by early vein stages. Re-brecciation allowed further mixing of 

bicarbonate waters with the renewed upflow of hydrothermal fluids. Deep exposures of 

Kerikil that contain early clasts of colloform and crustiform veins within the hydrothermal 

breccias suggest that a vein system was established in period 1 ,  but subsequently destroyed 

due to multiple sealing and brecciation events. Gold and base metal deposition is 

attributed to the combined effects of boiling and mixing. A component of mixing is 

supported by the presence of selenian jalpaite (that suggests an oxidizing environment) and 

auriferous electmm in pyrite. As at PBH, amethyst marks the end the Kerikil ore system. 

Two further infill stages (stage 8 base metal stage and stage 9 pyrite) only seen at Kerikil 

may result from the sealing of the conduit and slow rates of deposition and the influx of 

cool iron and sulfur rich fluids from acid sulfate waters from the surficial steam heated 

zone. 

Paragenetic relationships indicate that Kerikil has a more complex hydrothermal 

history than PBH. This is attributed to the position of Kerikil within the volcanic 

architecture (i.e., particularly a lack of pre-existing structural features in the central vent 

environment; chapter 3) and dominance of brittle coherent andesite host rocks. Pressure 

release at Kerikil is not via the steady dilation of the structure as at PBH, but by sealing 
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CHAPTER 5 MINERALIZATION 

and the resultant over-pressurization and hydraulic fracturing of the host rock. Brecciation 

and sealing occurred in a periodic fashion, allowing the development of multiple fluid 

pathways and enhanced fracture permeability. This enhanced fracture permeability may 

have resulted in the dominance of carbonate (as rhodochrosite) in period 2, when 

bicarbonate waters were able to descend into the zone of metal deposition. In contrast, 

rhodochrosite does not occur at all during the pre- or syn- ore infill stages at PBH. The 

Coarse grained base metal veins at Kerikil are equivalent to stage 4 at PBH. The youngest 

pyrite veins at Kerikil are equivalent to the youngest pyrite and kaolinite filled fault gouge 

seen in the footwall of the PBH vein. 
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